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AB:JTRACT 
Relationships of Veeetation to Envirorunent, 
Canyonlands National Park, Utah 
by 
Walter Lee Loope, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 1976 
Major Professor: Dr. Neil E. West 
Department: Range Science 
The vegetation of Canyonlands National Park, Utah, has been 
described from 157 samples located throughout the Park. Species 
frequency, density and cover were recorded along with measurements of 
soil thickness, slope, aspect, elevation and geologic substrate at each 
site. Measurements of soil texture, pH, and electrical conductivity 
were taken for a representative subsample. A map of the vegetation of 
the Park was made by relating the sample points to their corresponding 
spectral signatures on vertical aerial photographs and locating bounda-
ries between vegetation units by means of changes in photo signatures. 
Vegetation in these arid to semi-arid environments appears to be 
strongly related to particular combinations of regolith thickness, 
bedrock composition and depth to water table. Elevation and slope 
exposure control vegetation patterns to a much smaller extent. 
Vegetational units are distinct, and can be readily visualized. The 
six units mapped, in order of relative importance, (area covered) were: 
blackbrush, juniper-pinyon woodlands, semi-desert grasslands, sagebrush-
fourwing saltbush shrublands, salt-desert shl~blands and riparian 
tall shrublands. These vegetational units are related to specific 
x 
combinations of envirorunental foctors. Boundaries bctvJeen units are 
sharp vegetationally and envirofJ1;,(~ntally. Moisture avr.ti labili ty 
appears to be the key factor, but effective soil moisture is l&rgely 
controlled by regolith/bedrock relationships. 
Grasslands predominate at all elevations where regolith is over 
50 cm in thickness and th~re is no access of plant roots to the water 
table. Regolith that is uniformly thinner than 50 cm supports vegeta-
tion dominated by blackbrush (Coleo~vne ra~osissima). Sandy areas 
that provide immediate root access to the water table support thickets 
of Salix, Tamarix, and other riparian shrubs. Shrublands dominated by 
Atrinlex canescens and Artemisia tridentata occur on thicker sand 
deposits with seasonal root access to capillary water. Where competent 
bedrock is exposed and joints are developed, Pinus edulis, Juniperus 
osteosperroa and various upland shrubs dominate. Several species of 
Atrinlex dominate the salt-desert shrublands where clayey shales 
crop out. 
Historical grazing use by domestic livestock has altered the 
composition and cover in grasslands, chiefly in the southern part of 
the Park. Elsewhere, grassla~d modification is slight because of more 
difficult access. other vegetation types have experienced less obvious 
changes. 
The many abandoned roads w~thin the Park date chiefly from exten-
sive mineral exploration in the early 1950's. Secondary succession 
on these disturbed areas is e~~remely slow. 
(142 pages) 
INTRODUCTION 
National Parks--~ Special Managernent Problem 
The National Park Service has a unique responsibility ~mong 
agencies that administer public land. In natural areas of the Park 
Service, this goal is to maintain ecosystems in their pristine state 
or to restore them to this state. Houston (1971) pointed out some 
practical implications of this goal. Since the establishment of 
Yellowstone National Park in 1872, the nature of American society has 
changed drastically. The influence of man in altering natural systems 
has spread until, at present, there are few ecosystems in the United 
States that have not been visibly altered. The National Parks are much 
more "islands of naturalness" in a sea of envirorunental alteration 
than they were 100 years ago. However, very few Parks are self-
contained ecological units. Land use in areas surrounding Parks may 
or may not present problems, but coordination of and compensation for 
practices in peripheral areas are obviously necessary. The thrust of 
Houston's paper is that National Parks do not exist in a vacuum; 
management is necessary for preservation of natural systems in National 
Parks. Stone (1965) also pointed out the specific need for management 
in preservation of natural vegetation. 
Because the management goals of the National Park Service are 
distinct from those of other agencies, specific types of new research, 
as well as new interpretations of existing information, are needed. 
The gathering and interpretation of ecological information is a critical 
need. If natural systems are to be maintained through management, 
understanding of their structure and function is required. 
Five National Parks have been established in Utah, all within the 
southern half of the state. In southern Utah, grazing and mining are 
part of the local heritage as well as the local economy. Understandably, 
pressures from groups advocating other uses of the land are a very real 
part of the local and regional political environment of Bryce, Zion, 
Capitol Reef, Arches and Canyonlands National Parks. Several large, 
coal-burning power plants are proposed for southern Utah. In view of 
these considerations, better understanding and management of ecosystems 
seem particularly critical for southern Utah parks. 
Purpose Q! Ihi2 study 
Although scientific investigation in the area of Canyonlands has 
been intense for geology, biological work -has lagged. The only detailed 
description of vegetation in C~onlands involves a very small area 
(Kleiner and Harper, 1971). Southeast Utah, in general, has been 
neglected in vegetation studies. 
The purpose of this study was to provide basic information about 
vegetation and the environmental relationships that influence it in 
Canyonlands National Park. An attempt was made: 
1. To qualitatively describe the vegetation toa basic level of 
approximation; 
2. To determine environmental factors responsible for the 
observed vegetation patterns; 
3. To make inferences regarding successional conditions and 
present trends; 
.3 
4. To suggest directions for further work. 
l'Jhere appropriate, some manaeement implications are presented. 
Oriein and Character of C~J1Y.QDlands National Park 
Canyonlands National Park was established in September, 1964, and 
enlarged in November, 1971. Most of the land involved ~~s previously 
under Bureau of Land l1anagement jurisdiction; small amounts were owned 
by the state of Utah (school sections) and private individuals. Parts 
of Grand, San Juan, Emery, Wayne and Garfield Counties in Southeast 
Utah are included in the 136,500 -ha- park. The Park is centered near 
the confluence of the Green and Colorado Rivers. The nearest hQ~an 
population centers are Green River to the north, Moab to the northeast, 
Monticello to the southeast and Hanksville to the west (Figure 1). 
The Park is administratively divided into three districts (Figure 2): 
(1) The Island-in-the-Sky District lies between the Green and Colorado 
Rivers north of their confluence";- (2) the Needles District lies to the 
south and east of the Colorado River; and (3) the Maze District is west 
of the Green and Colorado Rivers. There are three roads approaching 
Canyonlands, one entering each district (Figure 1). 
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Fi~ure 2 AdMinistrative districts of Canyonlands National Park. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
General Statement 
Vegetation is a function of its environment and its history. 
Changes in vegetation ~dth changes in microenvironment are easy to see 
in Canyonlands because there are numerous discontinuities in environment 
that are reflected in the vegetation. In southern Utah, extremities 
and discontinuities in the physical environment are less modified 
biologically than in more humid parts of the world. The vegetation 
also 'bears the imprint of the evolutionary and migrational history of 
its plants. Land use history is reflected in the vegetation of portions 
of the park that have been most accessible. 
The following sections outline major characteristics of the 
physical environment of Canyonlands and review some aspects of the 
area's history. 
Geology 
Canyonlands National Park lies near the middle of the Colorado 
Plateau, a 4~,OOO km2 area whose limits are defined by similar geology 
and geography (Figure 3). Its geographic uniqueness is reflected by 
distributions of plants and animals. The floristic "Colorado Plateau" 
Province (Tidwell, Rushforth and Simper, 1972) corresponds, in general, 
to the Colorado Plateau Physiographic Region as defined by Fenneman 
(1931), Thornbury (1965), and Hunt (1974). 
In general, Fenneman's Colorado Plateau is characterized by 
gently dipping sedimentary strata, high elevations (1,500-3,500 m), 
arid to semi-arid climate, and large numbers of deep canyons. Major 
7 
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Figure 3 Subdivisions of the Colorado Plateau (after Hunt 1974) 
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through-flowing streams gather their water from areas outside the province. 
Fenneman divided the Colorado Plateau further into six areas on the basis 
of altitude and degree of dissection (Figure 3). These subdivisions have 
been followed by Thornbury (1965) and Hunt (1974). The Canyonlands 
Section, which includes Ca~yonlands National Park, contains deeper and 
more extensive canyons than the surroID1ding sections. 
The appropriateness of the Colorado Plateau and the Canyonlands 
section as geological units is reflected in stratigraphy, structure and 
geomorphology. Extensive work has been done in southeastern Utah on 
these aspects of geology. The following discussion draws information 
from Fenneman (1931), Hunt (1956), Cater (1970) and Baars (1972). 
Stratigraphy 
Canyonlands is a bedrock landscape. The nature of the rock dominates 
the appearance of the laTld. On a large scale (a LANDSAT-1 photo J for 
example), vegetation is hardly noticeable. 
Rocks exposed within the Park are all of sedimentary origin and range 
in age from the Pennsylvanian Hermosa Formation to the Triassic and 
Jurassic Navajo Sandstone. During most of the geologic time represented 
by the exposed section, the Canyonlands area was a shallow-marine to near-
shore land area. The Colorado Plateau in general was a shelf area border-
ing the Cordilleran Geosyncline on the west and the Central Colorado 
Basin on the east. These latter areas were sites of much thicker deposition 
during Permian through Jurassic time than the Colorado Plateau "shelf" 
(Hunt, 1956). 
The oldest rock exposed in the Park is the Pennsylvanian Hermosa 
Limestone. Above the Hermosa, alternating sandstone, shale and limestone 
indicate several episodes during which shallow water spread across 
9 
the area and then retreated. Sandstones consist of cross-bedded 
eolian and near shore beach deposits and clastic wedges of fluvial 
deposits. "Shales" include many interbedded sandstone strata. Thin 
lenses of limestone are present more or less throughout the section. 
A brief description of each rock unit and its inferred origin follows. 
Some characteristics of each formation are given in Table 1, 
(Lohman, 1974). 
The Pennsylvanian Hermosa Formation, the oldest rock to crop out 
within Canyonlands National Park, consists of two members, the lower 
Paradox Member, composed chiefly of evaporites, and an unnamed upper 
member which is mostly sandy limestone. Salt and gypsum make up most 
of the Paradox Member, with minor amounts of limestone, shale and sand-
stone. During Pennsylvanian time, depositional conditions in the area 
were dominated by a large structural depression, the Paradox Basin, 
whose axis extended 320 km from extreme southwestern Colorado north-
westward into east-central Utah. Bordering this basin to the northeast 
was a highland, ancestral to the present dat Uncompahgre Upwarp. High 
evaporation rates and continual invasions by shallow sea water pro-
duced conditions for precipitation of salt and gypsum of considerable 
depth in the basin. The upper unnamed limestone member was deposited 
when water deepened in the area so that open marine conditions existed. 
The limestone member rests conformably on the Paradox Member (Cater,1970). 
The Permian Cutler Formation consists of red arkosic sandstone 
in eastern Canyonlands. It formed as a thi'ck wedge of fluvial sediments, 
derived from the Umcompahgre highland, that spread southwestward across 
the Paradox Basin. The Cutler thins and becomes finer textured 
Southwestward toward Canyonlands National Park. There it inter-
Table 1 Some characteristics of geologic formations cropping out in Canyonlands National Park. 
Thickness estimates from Lohman (~). 
AGE FORMATION NAME THICKNESS 
(Meters) 
Jurassic & Triassic Navajo (sandstone) 100-110 
Late Triassic Kayenta (sandstone) 50-95 
Late Triassic Wingate (sandstone) 65-105 
Late Triassic Chinle (upper shale unit) 65-230 
Chinle-Moss Back Mbr. (conglomerate) 0-25 
Early & Middle Triassic Moenkopi (mudstone) 80-290 
Permian 
Pennsylvanian 
Cutler-White Rim Mbr. (sandstone) 
Cutler-Organ Rock Mbr. 
(shale and sandstone) 250-310 
Cutler-Gedar Mesa Mbr. (sandstone) 
Cutler-Elephant Cyn. Mbr. (limestone) 
Hermosa (sandy limestone) 
Hermosa-Paradox Mbr. (evaporites) 
280-560 
CHARACTERISTIC LANDFORMS 
Pillowy knobs, vertical 
cliffs, resistant benches 
Low cliffs, resistant cap-
rock 
Vertical cliffs, resistant 
benches 
Steep slopes (often talus 
covered) 
Resistant benches 
Gentle slopes 
Resistant benches 
Gentle to steep slopes 
Resistant benches 
Resistant ledges 
Steep canyon slopes 
Gentle slopes 
~ 
o 
] 1 
tongues with l .. ttnds of white, we] l-r.ortud, currunt-d~pos:i ted bCHch [Jnd 
eolian sandstones. Also present Are wedges of marine limest.one. Thus, 
the present site of Canyonlands National Park was an area of alt.ernating 
terrestrial, shoreline and marine environments. These changes are 
acc~nmodated by division of the formation into members. The Elephant 
Canyon Limestone is of marine origin. Cedar 11esa and the White Rim 
sandstones consist of near-shore deposits with some terrestrial sand dunes. 
These are interbedded with arkosic red sands transported fluvially 
from the northeast. This interbedding of red and white sandstones is 
well displayed in the eastern canyons of the Needles District in the 
Cedar Mesa Sandstone. The Organ Rock Shale represents the covering of 
the white shoreline ::a.nd of the Cedar Hesa by fluvial, red, arkosic 
sediments derived from the Uncompahgre highland. The thin White Rim 
Sandstone Member of the Cutler overlies the Organ Rock Shale. 
An unconformity separates the Paleozoic rocks of Canyonlands from 
Triassic rocks. Tne Canyonlands area was above sea level for most of 
Triassic time. Exposure to oxygen produced the bright reddish color of 
terrestrial sediments. Uplift of the Uncompahgre area caused a new 
source of sediments from the northeast. The Triassic rocks represent 
westward-transported fluvial deposits derived from the Uncompahgre high-
land (Baars 1972). 
The Triassic Moenkopi Formation consists of brown mudstone and some 
shale. In Canyonlands, it displays abundant ripple marks. It originated 
in shallow tidal flats adjacent to a western sea. 
Lying conformably above the Moenkopi is the Chinle Formation. Two 
members are distinguished; the lower Moss Back Member and an upper shale 
unit. The lower member, composed of coarse sandstone and conglomerate, 
12 
repre~ents ru1bly beds of streams that flowed on the red Ho~nk(;pi surface. 
Laree amounts of fossiJized plant material are prc0c:nt in this unit. 
Uranium oy..ides were secondarily concentrated in this m3terial in T(;riiary 
time. The upp~r shale unit is possibly lacustrine (Baars, 1972). 
Invasion of large amounts of dune sands occurred following Chinle 
time. The massive, cliff-forming Wingate Sandstone is corr~osed chiefly 
of eolian quartz sand with small amounts of fluvatile s~nd locally. 
Capping the \~ingate is the Kayenta Formation. It is crr~.efly sand-
stone interbedded with some conglomerate and shale. The Kayenta was 
deposited in stream beds that cut into the surface of the Wingate. 
The N&vajo sandstone conformably overlies the Kayenta and is the 
youngest rock exposed within the Park. The IJavajo is composed of clean, 
well-sorted, light-colored quartzose sandstone with a few, very localized, 
thin limestone lenses. Extensive eolian cross-bedding indicates 
deposition in a desert environment (Baars, 1972). 
Structure 
The Colorado Plateau, as a whole, is characterized by broad, open 
structures that contrast with the tightly folded structures farther west. 
The major pre-Cenozoic structural features of the area ~cre the northwest-
southeast trending Uncompahgre highland and, bordering it to the southwest, 
the Paradox Basin. These structures were in evidence by early Pennsyl-
vanian time, and strongly influenced sedimentation. The present 
structure of the Canyonlands area is chiefly a result of two major Cenozoic 
events--early Tertiary folding and Quarternary development of "salt 
collapse" features. 
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The major structures of the area were formed in the early Tertiary 
Period.. The San Raphael Swell, Circle Cliffs Upwarp, Monument Upwarp, 
Uinta Basin, Henry Mountains Basin, Black Mesa Basin and San Juan 
Basin date from this time. "Salt anticlines", north of the Monument 
Upwarp, were also initiated during this period. Canyonlands National 
Park is located on the north-plunging nose of the Monument Upwarp .. 
Topography in the Park is strongly influenced by this structural position. 
The rocks all dip very gently to the north. Stripping of rocks from 
different parts of the structure has produced the present topography. 
Competent sandstone cliffs are retreating away from the structural 
crest of the Monument Upwarp. The Wingate cliffs, 150 meters high in 
the "Island-in-the-Sky" mesa, have retreated far north of the center 
of the structural high. The Wingate cliffs of Hatch Point and the 
Orange Cliffs have retreated off the Upwarp to the east and west of 
Canyonlands, respectively. Thus, the Island forms the northern 
middle p"art of an expanding semicircle of retreating Wingate cliffs 
(Figure 4). South of the Island, in the structurally higher Needles 
District, where the Wingate has been stripped away, Permian rocks are 
at the surface. 
Same structural features are due chiefly to behavior of the 
Pennsylvanian Paradox member. Tremendous weight of the overburden of 
post-Paradox rocks brought about flowage of salts and gypsum at depth 
in the Paradox Basin. This kind of movement has occurred since the 
deposits were initially covered by early Permian sediments and continues 
at present. Flowage away from areas with heavy overburden and toward 
weaknesses in overlying sediments have caused numerous salt structures 
in these rocks. Thellsalt anticlines" (Paradox Valley, Spanish Valley, 
o lOkm 
Scale 
Figure -I. Outcrop of the lJingate Sandstone on the north end of the 
Monument upwarp in the vicinity of Canyonlands' National Park. 
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Salt Valley) and the salt-pi8rccm~nt feature, Upheaval Dome, are repre-
sentative of these structures. Solution and flov;age of salt at depth 
have caused extensive collapse valleys alone the above-mentioned anti-
clines. The Grabens in southern Canyonlands National Park are a series 
of long, parallel, block-faulted canyons which also originated through 
salt flowage and solution (Figure 5). 
The igneous intrusion during late Tertiary time of groups of 
stocks and laccoliths in three major areas (the La5a1, Blue and Henry 
Mountains) surrounding Canyonlands National Park caused upwarping of 
peripheral sedimentary rocks. These intrusions have been brought into 
relief by subsequent erosion. 
Ge o:!lorphol ogy 
Working within the frasework of this stratigraphy and structure, 
degradation of the Colorado Plateau has proceeded since Mid-Tertiary 
time. Since the mid-Oligocene, an average of 1,000 meters of sedirrents 
have been stripped from the area. Removal of tremendous amounts of 
material has been accomplished by the Green and Colorado Rivers. The 
central theme of the destruction of the Canyonlands section of the 
Colorado Plateau involves removal of material by through-flowing 
streams which originate in more huwid, distant mountains. Delivery of 
upland materials to these "conveyor belts" is accomplished by mass 
wasting and transport by intermittent tributaries. 
The nature of the bedrock, the arid climate and continuing 
epeirogenic uplift of the area dominate geomol~hological development. 
As a result of differences in lithology of units, Canyonlands is 
characterized by "stair-step"' landscapes dominated by sheer cliffs 
Figure 5 The Grabens in southern Canyonlands National 
Park (aerial view north over Devil's Lane). 
Bedrock is Cedar Mesa Sandstone. Photo by 
K. Forsythe. 
]6 
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(jTld Lr()~d, planar 'tf.;nchcs. MH~5i VC, competent ~~[jnd~t.oncs form hi~h­
standing cl iffs \'/hich alternate with eentle slopes formed by \'lcaker 
rocks. For example, the Wingate sandstone forms cliffs 150 meters high. 
The less competent Chinle and MOenkopi crop out in steep to gentle 
slopes below it, and the sandstones in the Cutler erode. to form the 
broad, flat benches that spread out below the Moenkopi (Figure 6). 
Cliffs retreat while maintaining their vertical nature until 
whole mesas are reduced to isolated buttes and then stripped away. In 
the current situation, removal of material by the rivers is faster than 
supply to the rivers from uplands. Deep, straight-walled canyons have 
resulted. 
During the Quaternary period, the LaSal Mountains were glaciated 
at least nine times. No glacial or periglacial deposits are known in 
Canyonlands. Adjacent to the Park, a well developed valley train of 
glacial outwash is present in Castle Valley, northeast of Moab, and 
another in the valley of Pack Creek, south of Moab. 
Climate 
Potential evapotranspiration is much greater than precipitation 
in Canyop~ands. Annual precipitation is approximately 120-250 rom. The 
30-year normal July mean temperature for Moab is 270 C. Average 
relative humidity is extremely low (15 percent) resulting in wide diurnal 
temperature fluctuation. Climatic diagrams, in the style of Walter 
(1973), f~r two stations representative of CanyonlEnds National Park 
are given in Figures 7 and 8. The large differences between precipi-
tation and potential evapotranspiration makes effective moisture a 
critical environmental factor. Seasonality of precipitation is also 
Figure 6 Aerial view of the Island-in-the-Sky from 
the east. Vertical cliffs are Navajo and 
Wingate Sandstone; lower slopes are Chinle 
and Moenkopi Formations. 
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important since seed gennin8ti on and seedl ing survival df..:pc:nd on 
specific annual precipitation patterns. 
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Broad patterns of atmospheric circulation, large-scale seasonal 
changes in pressure differences over land and sea, and regional topography 
are major factors influencing the climate of the Canyonlands area. 
Kendrew (1961) delineated climates that are generally characteristic 
of the different geographical areas of North America. Southeastern 
Utah and the Canyonlands area lie on the north end of his "Arizona 
cliIDate ll geographical division. This cliILate, with precipitation peaks 
in winter and late summer, is characteristic of the continental south-
western United States. Campbell (1968) has a good discussion of how 
air masses in winter and summer react to cause this general pattern. 
Air masses above the earth's surface are influenced strongly by 
the temperature at the earth's surface and differential heating of land 
and ~ater. Because of the high specific heat of ~~ter, oceans heat 
slowly during the summer as compared to the land; this causes relatively 
low pressure over the hot land and high pressure over the cool ocean. 
This pressure gradient is reversed in winter because the oceans remain 
relatively warm and the continents are relatively colder. As SlliTh~er 
progresses, the interior southwestern United States becomes hotter and 
a strong low-pressure system develops there during late summer. Warm, 
moist air from the Gulf of Mexico can invade the southwestern United 
States at this time because of the favorable pressure gradient created 
by intense heating of the land. This gradient allows moist air to 
invade from the southeast "against ll the influence of the westerlies 
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that control air mass movement during other seasons. The tropical 
GuJ.f-of-Hexico air is the source of moisture for the orographic and 
convective storms which bring the late summer-early fall moisture peak. 
During the winter, the sub-tropical high-pressure system moves 
farther south with the cooling of the continent; the westerlies 
regain control of the precipitation pattern in the southwest as well 
as the rest of the western United States. Maritime polar air is 
warmed by the Pacific Ocean, picks up moisture and moves east. Most 
of the moisture in this air mass is dropped on the Coast ranges, Sierra 
Nevada and Cascade ranges, Great Basin ranges, and the Rocky Mountains; 
some reaches the high southern Colorado Plateau and produces the 
"winter maximum" in precipitation. Although highly generalized, this 
"Arizona climate ll characterizes the Canyonlands area. 
Ground~ater Hydrology 
_Since moisture is a critical environmental factor in the area, 
sites characterized by different moisture regimes support very different 
vegetation. As stated before, the Canyonlands area receives moisture 
subsidies from distant, ~tter locations. The Green and Colorado 
Rivers are supported by headwaters in the middle and southern Rocky 
'. Mountains. They are both IIlosingll streams below Green River, Utah, and 
Grand Junction, Colorado. Riparian plants that are phreatic and use 
capillary ~ter are completely dependent on this subsidy. A Similar, 
smaller-scale subsidy occurs in southeastern.Canyonlands. Snowmelt 
and summer precipitation in the Blue Mountains to the southeast of the 
Park recharge ground water and cause Salt Creek to flow perennially. 
Other canyons in the area (Davis, Lavender, Horse, Elephant, Lost)' 
have inlerrrd t tent surface flow, c~p~cially j n sprine. TtJe canyons, 
as a result of the subsidy, support vecetution that requires close 
proximity to the water table. 
Throughout the rest of the Park, springs or any surface flows 
are dependent on precipitation within the imilediate area. Structural 
position on the nose of the Monument Upwarp prevents any large-scale 
import laterally through aquifers. The small amount of ground water 
recharge on top of the Orange Cliffs is illustrated by the fact that 
well-drillers at the Park Service Hans Flat Ranger Station struck water 
at 360 meters; this is unusually deep for a water well. The Orange 
Cliffs, at 2,000 m. receive more precipitation than any other area 
near the Park. 
The sandstones of Canyonlands are excellent aquifers; they are 
highly permeable and porous. Water in sandstone units percolates 
downward and concentrates at contacts with finer-grained rocks 
(shales, mudstones). Moving laterally down dip, the ~~ter forms 
"contact springs" and seeps that produce most of the surface water in 
the Park, exclusive of subsidies. Holman Spring in the Island-in-the-
Sky District is at the contact between the Wingate Sandstone and the 
shaley Chinle Fo~ation. A great ffiany small seeps occur at the contact 
of the White Rim Member and underlying Cutler red beds. Minor lenses 
of finer-grained rock in massive pervious formations also cause 
moisture concentration. 
Soils 
. Soil genesis involves alteration of the upper part of the regolith 
by the physical and biological environment. Development of a soil is 
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e(:w.;rally a function of subs t.rli t.e , vr.:eetr1t,j on, moisture, topography 
and time (Jermy, 1941). These factors influc:nce developmcnt in an 
integrated marmer; one does not act independently of another. 
Weathering and/or movement of material through or within the regolith 
causes horizonation. Soils are named and classified in regard to such 
horizonation. Soil classification hopefully reflects the approximate 
history of a piece of regolith. 
.. 
A large percentage of the Park1s surface is bedrock or only 
slightly modified bedrock. Surficial deposits of wind and water-
borne sand cover the rock at several places. Eolian deposits cover 
Gray1s Pasture, Willow Flat and several small patches on the White Rim 
in the Island-in-the-Sky District; Squaw Flat, Chesler Park, Butler Flat 
and the Grabens in the Needles District and vlide Valley, Main Flat, and 
patches near the Doll House in the l-1'aze District. Flood-plain alluvium 
is present locally in the narrow canyons of the Colorado and Green 
Rivers. Sandy alluvial deposits are present in the southeast corner 
of the Park; Salt Creek, Lavender Canyon and Davis Canyon contain 
examples. These fluvial and eolian deposits appear to be the only 
regolith thick enough to provide a IImatrixll for modification" and move-
ment of materials. 
The Utah Agricultural Experiment Station (Wilson et al., 1973) 
has published a 1:1,000,000 scale map which shows broad classifications 
of the soils of Utah. Canyonlands National Park is mapped as Lithic 
Ustic Torriorthents and IIrockland". The former terms refer to areas 
with shallow bedrock (lithic), summer precipitation peaks (ustic) and 
arid moisture regime (Torri). Large, sandy deposits west of Canyonlands 
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are mapped a~ Ustic Torripsarnrnents. These terms describe very sandy 
soils with swnmer precipitation peaks and arid moisture regime. 
Eolian deposits such as those in Gray's Pasture and Chesler Park are 
outliers of the Ustic Torripsamments association within the Park. 
These classification units reflect a lack of horizonation and the 
recent nature of the soils of Canyonlands. 
Vegetational Histor~ 
According to Axelrod (1958), the drought-adapted plants of the 
North American southwest are descendents of the "Madro-Tertiary 
Geoflora. 1I This early Tertiary fossil assemblage represents drought-
hardy plants that became"pre-adapted" to dry conditions prior to the 
origins of widespread North A:llerican deserts. In Axelrod's view, the 
dominant vegetation types of the early Tertiary in North America were 
a mbced deciduous forest ("Arcto-Tertiary Geoflora ll ) north of about 
450 latitude and a broad-leaf evergree>n tropical forest ("Neotropical 
Geoflora ll ) to the south. Within the northern areas of the southern, broad-
leaf evergreen forest, scattered dry, rocky and sandy sites supported 
the early plants of the Madro-Tertiary Geoflora •. These plants 
acquired such drought adaptations as small, hard leaves and drought-
deciduous habit. With the onset of epeirogenic uplift and the general 
cooling and drying of climate in early Oligocene time, plants of this 
group rapidly colonized the expanding xeric habitats. Uplift of the 
Sierras and Great Basin range in later Tertiary time accentuated the 
drying effect. Topographic changes seg.mented the assemblage into 
isolated "sub-floras." 
Stebhins and Major (J965) envisloned a similar po::;t-Eocene 
expansion, but suggested important historical differences for the 
desert-adapted group of plants. In their view, these xerophytes had 
an early origin and a period of pre-Eocene expansion followed by a 
severe limitation in range during tropical Eocene times. Post-Eocene 
expansion of xerophytes into the expanding dry habitats essentially 
agrees with Axelrod's expansion phase. Expansion and adaptive radia-
tion of drought-adapted plants apparent.ly occurred by the end of the 
Pliocene. 
By early Pleistocene time, the flora of the Intermountain West 
approximated its present species composition (Tidwell, Rushforth and 
Simpen,'. 1972). Major shifts in distribution were caused by cycles 
of cooling and warming climatic trends that characterized the 
"Ice Age. tr At least six major advances of alpine glaciers separated 
by warmer lIinterglacial rr stages have been identified in the Rocky 
Mountains (Flint, 1971). Evidence of nine advances is present in the 
LaSal mountains east of Moab (Richmond, 1962). During ice advances, 
temperatures south of the ice sheets were 4-6°c cooler than at present. 
Interglacials were warmer periods similar climatically to the present. 
With the onset of cooler climates, vegetation zones shifted to lower 
elevations and/or migrated southward. During warmer interglacial 
periods, plants migrated back up slope and northward. The last major 
cool period lowered the Pinyon-Juniper woodland belt 450 m. to the 
edges of present-day playas in the Mohave desert (Wells and, Berger, 1967). 
The last major retreat of the ice ended 10-12,000 years ago. It was 
followed in most parts of the world by a period with a climate ~armer 
than today1s, termed the IIhypsithermal ll , that ended about 3,000 years 
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ago (Deevy and Flint, 1957). H;1.rtin and Hehrlneer (1965) contend that 
this period cannot be identified in southwestern United States pollen 
profiles, and doubt its occurrence in the southwest. A cooler period, 
the "Little Ice Agel! or "neoglacial," followed in which alpine glaciers 
in the western United States again advanced. This cooler period ended 
about 2,000 years ago. There is ample evidence for fluctuations of 
alpine glaciers since that time (Denton and Porter, 1970). More 
recent climatic fluctuations in the southwest are documented in tree 
rings (Fritts, 1965; LaMarche, 1974) and cycles of arroyo cutting 
( Cooley, 1962). 
The present vegetation of Canyonlands consists of plants that 
either survived the climatic changes of Pleistocene time or remained 
close enough to "recolonize" their present zones. All species have 
undergone evolution and/or expansions and contractions of their ranges 
during, Pleistocene and recent tLmes. The present vegetational sit~ation 
can only be described as one of dynamic equilibrium. 
Human-Use Histor~--Aborigines 
Man has lived in the southwest for at least 25,000 years 
(Wormington, 1957). The earliest inhabitants were apparently hunters 
thb"t ~~d a very simple nomadi c culture. Very little evidence of their 
occupation remains. Abundant evidence of man on the Colorado Plateau 
dates back about 1,500 years; many archeological sites in the Four 
Corners area record occupancy by the Fremont and Anasazi peoples. 
These peoples, who subsisted chiefly by limited hunting and predomi-
nant agriculture, lived here from about 200 to 1,300 A. D. (Wormington, 
1957). Habitation sites have been located at 239 places in Canyonlands 
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National Park, concentrated in the Needles District. This indicates an 
aboriginal population of several thousand (Jennings, 1970). These 
people probably had a small impact in terms of veeetation alteration. 
They cultivated corn, beans and squash as well as some plants that are 
now considered weeds (Cleome lutea, Arnaranthus sp.) and constructed 
primitive irrigation syste~s (Jennings, 1970). 
Hwnan-~ History--\Vhi te Man and the Livestock 1 ndustr~ 
The Colorado Plateau, and particularly southeastern Utah, was one 
of the last areas in the contiguous United States to be settled by 
white man. Peterson (1975) presents a good local history of settlement 
and the livestock industry in southeastern utah. The following dis-
cussion, except where noted, draws from his treatment. 
Before 1880, the Spanish explorers, a few mountain men, government 
explorers (Gunnison, Hayden and Powell), and Mormon groups attempting 
to settle southern Zion were the only people who had much knowledge of 
southeastern Utah. By 1880, settlement was only begirming. Mormon 
colonization took hold in southern San Juan County at Bluff. The areas 
around Moab and LaSal were first settled by non-Mormon cattlemen and 
small farmers. Once settlement began, attention was apparently drawn 
to the good grazing lands surrollllding the LaSal and Blue Mountains. 
Cattlemen from Colorado took 2,000 cattle onto the Blue Mountains as 
early as 1879. Many Utah cattlemen brought small herds into the area 
from the Great· Basin and valleys near the High Plateaus to the west. 
Maturity of the Texas cattle industry pr~dated that of Utah by 
about 20 years. Between 1850 and 1880, Texas longhorns (9,000 in 1853) 
passed through Utah via the Spanish Trail (Cortez, Monticello, Moab, 
Green Hi ver) to supply markets in Salt Lake City and westvlard to 
California. With the "arrival" of the Utah cattle industry around 
1880, the flow of Texas cattle stopped (Walker, 1964). 
A tremendous boom in the western cattle industry in general 
started around 1880. Large organizations owning 5,000 to 10,000 head 
were common. Completion of the Transcontinental Railroad and discovery 
of gold in the Rockies in the late 1860's were two forces nourishing the 
expansion. High demand for cattle and low production costs (grass 
was free) made for speculation and heavy investment. The Carlisle, 
Pittsburg and Lacy Cattle Companies entered southeastern Utah after 
1883, buying out many local stockmen. The trend in livestock opera-
tions in Utah before 1880 was strongly tied to small farm homesteads. 
This contrasted greatly with the new operators that entered the scene 
during the boom. They grazed large herds far and wide. According to 
the WPA History of Grazing (1941), "they seldom raised any feed to 
~-Dter and used the unregulated public domain year around. There can 
be no doubt that these companies came in to get all they could, 
utilize the virgin range and cash in on it. When the going got rough, 
they sold out and withdrew." 
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Competition between the new operators and hard pressed locals like 
the Scorup Brothers and the Bluff Mormon "CO-Op" had extensively damaged 
vegetation by the turn of the century. During an interview in 1940, 
John E. Adams of Bluff said (WPA, 1941): 
I first came to this country in 1882. At this time 
feed grew in abundance over the entire country (San Juan). 
The winter ranges or so called Public Domain was producing 
abundantly at this time. Very few live stock were grazed 
in this section but the numbers gradually increased until the 
maximum amount was reached about 1899 or 1900. The range 
declined quite rapidly after this date. In my opinion the 
Public Domain will support about 20 percent of the stock now 
than it did years ago and the vegetative density has 
decreased to about 1/5 and forage plants found on the 
range now have lesser value than the original plants. The 
effects of this condition on communities may be seen in the 
following: government statistics for the year 1900 showed 
Bluff, utah as the richest town in the U. S. per capita. 
This wealth was accumulated through the production of live-
stock and at the present time (1940) financial conditions 
are as bad there as anywhere. 
The 1880's and 1890's saw the greatest number of grazing animals 
in southeastern utah history. The Carlisle roundup of 1885 at Peter's 
Hill involved 10,000 cattle (Walker, 1964). The Carlisles gathered 
between 30,000 and 40,000 head from Dry Valley when they sold out their 
cattle in 1896. Establishment of the LaSal National Forest in 1906 
brought the first grazing restrictions for the Blue and LaSal Mountains, 
the summer ran~e for most of the livestock using Canyonlands. 
Topography was probably the most important factor responsible 
for differences in early use patterns in the three districts of 
Canyonlands National Park. The Colorado and Green Rivers and the 
adjacent dissected topography were very effective barriers to travel. 
In the 1880's high animal concentrations, low animal control and periodic 
large-scale movements were all part of the large companies I 
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strategies. Such operations must have been drastically handicapped 
by rough topography. Access to grazing lands in the Needles area was 
a relatively simple matter. Dry Valley, Squaw Flat, Butler Flat, and 
Beef Basin all have easily negotiated routes of access. The grass-
lands of the Maze and the Island-in-the-Sky Districts, in contrast, 
present severe topographic problems. Access to the Island is limited 
to the 40 foot wide "Neck". Access to the Maze is limited by miles 
of dry desert and the Orange Cliffs. The relatively quick, easy 
access that the large, "low controll! operation needed did not exist 
for the Island and the Ma.ze. These areas were used later by smaller, 
local groups who went to considerable trouble securing access and 
watering points. The Shafers and Taylors of Moab used the Island-in-
the-Sky beginning in the 1880's. Preston Nutter operated out of 
Thompson and ranged stock from Hill Creek in the Book Cliffs to the 
confluence of the Green and Colorado Rivers. He rounded up 5,000 cattle 
when he sold out in 1893 (Walker, 1964). 
Joe Biddlecome brought cattle into the Orange Cliffs area west of 
the Green River in 1909. He and several other operators ranged cattle 
on the grasslands of the high Orange Cliffs and occasionally "under 
the Ledge" to the east in the vicinity of Elaterite Basin, the Maze~ 
Andy Miller Flats and other areas. He developed several springs and 
tanks but lack of water limited the area of his operation. There ~re 
about 1700 head of cattle in the area in 1925 (Baker, 1976). The 
Chaffin and Tidwell families ran some cattle and sheep between the Orange 
Cliffs and the Green River during the same period. Prongborns.~: and 
bands of wild horses were common on top of the Orange Cliffs around 
1920 (Baker 1976). 
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In summary, the general picture of grazing-use history within 
Canyonlands National Park can be portrayed as follows: 
1. The Needles area was very heavily used during the IIboom" of 
the 18S0's and 1890's and vegetation was severely depleted. Use since 
then has been constant but much less intense. 
2. The areas between the Colorado and Green Rivers and west of 
the Green were used by locals after about 1880, but escaped heavy use 
during the "boom. 1I 
Human-Use Hi story--Mining 
Exploration for and development of uranium and vanadium in south-
eastern Utah and southwestern Colorado reached a peak during the late 
1940's and early 50's. Numerous mine shafts, roads and airstrips were 
concentrated near outcrops of the Triassic Chinle Formation, the chief 
host rock. Uranium exploration declined in the 60's and 70's. Most ore 
from Utah now'comes from large established concentrations such as the 
Lisbon Valley area. Petroleum exploration was also active in the 
Canyonlands area during the 6O
'
s. Drill holes and their access roads 
are in every district. U:r:anium mining and milling and petroleum explora-
tion is presently resurging, and methods for extracting petroleum from 
"tar sands" of the White Rim sandstone are being explored. 
Canyonlands National Park was established in September, 1964, and 
enlarged in November, 1971. The National Park Service has improved 
some access roads and cleared areas to establish living quarters. 
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PRESENT VEGETATJON PATTERNS 
Present Yeeetatioo--!:J.ierature Review 
Description of the vegetation of the Canyonlands area are rare. 
" Kuchler (1964), in a large scale vegetation map of the potential natural 
vegetation of the United States, shows three vegetation types for Canyon-
lands: "galleta-three awn shrub steppe," pinyon-juniper woodland, and 
blackbrush. Carmon (1960) in a map of the vegetation of the four-corners 
region, shows similar subdiviSions, if the mistake in labeling shadscale 
and blackbrush-Mormon tea communities is corrected. West (1969) and 
Welsh (1970) discuss some very general relationships between vegetation 
and environment for southeastern Utah, including Canyonlands. 
The only detailed work on vegetation within Canyonlands National 
Park is Kleiner and Harper's (1971) analysis and comparison of grass-
lands in Chesler and Virginia Parks in the Needles District. They 
compared species associations and floristic richness in lightly-grazed 
grasslands of Chesler Park with topographically isolated and ungrazed 
Virginia Park. Some plants, especially cryptograms, were more abundant 
in Virginia Park than in Chesler Park. They also noted greater segrega-
tion of species into particular micro-sites in the former area. 
Some vegetation types that are attributed to Canyonlands have wide 
distribution. Many authors have discussed pinyon-juniper woodland, and 
several have studied blackbrush, desert grassland, shadscale, and riparian 
communities in other areas. These findings will be reviewed where 
appropriate in following sections. Cryptogamic soil crusts, common within 
Canyonlands National Park, affect infiltration properties of some soils 
on Cedar Mesa west of Blanding, Utah (Loope and Gifford, 1972). 
Cryptogamic crusts on some desert soils in northwestern Utah influence 
nitrogen Cycling(Bjerregaard, 1971; Rychert and Skujins, 1975). 
Present Veeetation--Approach, Philosophy, 
~ethods of This Study 
The most obvious differences in habitats within the Park in-
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volve different combinations of substrate type, regolith thickness, 
elevation, slope, exposure, and position in relation to the water 
table. These factors were combined as the bases for the following 
major environmental stratification: 
1. Thick eolian sand deposits. 
2. Alluvial sand deposits with seasonally high water table. 
3. Rocky areas with very little regolith. 
4. Soft bedrock (other than shale) with thin regolith. 
5. Soft shale benches with thin regolith. 
6. Alluvial deposits with constant root access to the water table. 
7. Sheltered topographic positions with constant water supply. 
The nature of the geologic section causes some of these habitats 
to occur at several different elevations, some at only one general 
elevation. The vegetation related to each environmental subdivision 
was characterized through quantitative sampling. Exceptions were 
subdivisions 6 and 7 which support, respectively, the linear strip of 
riparian vegetation along the Green and Colorado Rivers and IIhanging 
gardens ll which are extremely limited in extent. 
The large area, rugged topography and limited vehicular access 
forced some sacrifices in objecti vi"ty of sampling locations. Sample 
sites in each environmental subdivision were subjectively selected as 
tltypicalil • This was necessary because of the desire to characterize 
the vegetation of the entire Park on a first approximation basis 
(Poore, 1962). 
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During the first field season, 1972, environmental suLdi visions 1 
and 4 in the Maze District were saJnpled. In 1973 and 1974 the remainder 
of the subdivisions were sampled in the Needles and Island-in-the-Sky 
Districts. Plot locations are shown in Figure 9 (in map pocket). A 
Total of 157 transects W8re read. The number of transects in each 
environmental subdivision (Table 2) was approximately proportional to 
the total area of each subdivision within the Park. 
At each site, crown cover (all species), density (perennials), 
frequency (all species) and cryptogamic soil cover were estimated. 
From the sampling point chosen, a lOO-meter tape was extended in the 
direction judged to be most homogeneous in terms of vegetation and 
environ~nt. Estimates of crown cover were made using the line-
interception method (Canfield, 1941) along the tape. Twenty-four 
frequency plots were established at random meter intervals along the 
tape. The square frequency plots were four square meters for woody 
vegetation and one square meter for herbaceous vegetation. These 
sizes comply with Daubenmire's (1968) suggestion that frequency plot 
size be reduced until only one or two species have nearly 100 percent 
frequency. Frequency was calculated as the percentage of the 24 plots 
in which the species occurs. Density was estimated by counting individuals 
in a 5 meter x 50 meter plot with corners at one end and at the middle 
of the tape (Figure 10). 
A constancy value for each species was calculated as the percent-
age of transects in each environmental subdivision in which the species 
occurs. Voucher speciments for all species encountered in the samples 
are deposited in the Intermountain Herbarium at Utah State University. 
Table 2 Characteristics of E:rJVironmental subdiVis;ions. 
Number Average lAverage Total Average Av~rc'gE: t.verage Geologic Access 
E.'1 vi rorenental of soil surface pH conduc- ex-po- slope C% ) elE:v&- forma- to water 
subdivision Distric i Tran- depth (crn·· text UTe (range) tivity sure ti on{m) tion table 
sects (% sand, (mr,nhos/crr aZIDuth 
Silt,clay) r2nge) 
Low elevatior Islcnd 10 0 44 30 26 7.9-8·3 ·5-1.0 211 17 1297 Chinle none / 
benches/ 
tieht soil 
I 
Eolian sand needles 10 over 50 60 21 19 7.6-8.1 .4-
·5 le~S 1540 sand none 
deposits lhfUl 
151 
Island 20 
i 
1826 sand 
gaze 20 1564 sand 
Shallow Island 10 24 65 17 18 7·7-7·~ 
i 
·5- .7 let;s 1829 Kayenta none 
regolith t.hM 
benches 15 
Island ~ 
gaze 37 1557 HoeJ'1..kopi 
Skeletal Island 15 non-con- 67 14 19 7.7-7.8 ·5- .7 140 20 1792 KaYE:nta none 
soil tinuous 
soils 
Needles 15 87 69 1578 Cedar 
I He sa 
I -
Alluvial Needles 20 over 50 67 16 17 7·7-8.2 .4-
·5 b 1611 sand capillary 
benches water 
at roots 
ceter tape (cover ~easure) 
X 1 neter PlotS) ~ 
(frequency r.eas.)O~ 
2 X 2 meter plots ~~ 
~ ~ 
5 X 50 meter plot (density ~easure) 
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Site of soil sa~ple ~nrl 
~epth, suhstrate, elevaticn, 
slope/aspect ohservations 
Figure 10 Diagra~ of individual transect layout. 
At each site, reeolith depth was measured, parent m~terial and 
elevation were noted and slope and exposure were recorded where the 
slope exceeded 15 percent. Soil samples collected from all environ-
mental subdivisions W0re analyzed for pH, texture and total 
electrical conductivity of the surface soil. 
Initial sarr~ling revealed some vegetational differences between 
eolian deposits of the Needles District and those of the Island-in-
the-Sky and Maze Districts. These oreas 1o;ere more intensively sampled 
with 50m2 circular plots (30 in Nsedles, 20 on the Island-in-the-Sky). 
The methods of 1G.einer and Harper (1971) v;ere used so that the data 
would be comp~rable to that taken in Chesler and Virginia Parks. 
Locations were selected to distribute sa~91es evenly. Within each of 
the circular plots, 25 small (.125 m2 ) quadrats \;ere uniformly distributed. 
Steel pegs permanently mark the centers of the large plots. Frequency 
was calculated as the percentage of the 25 small quadrats in which the 
given species occurred. Constancy ~aS the percentage of all large plots 
where the species occurred. Visual crown cover estimates were made for 
each vascular plant species. Cryptogamic cover was also estimated at 
each site. 
A vegetation map of the Park was constructed using units of the 
classification scheme developed here and interpolating between sampling 
points. Interpolation was aided by conventional black and white, 
1:20,000 scale aerial photographs and personal observation. 
ro:SULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Vegetation was roughly homoEeneous within each enviror~8ntal 
subdivision and generally distinct from that of other subdivisions. 
Vegetation boundaries are usually sharp, and correspond to abrupt 
environmental changes. In order to illustrate environmental-vegetational 
relationships more clearly, a condensed chart of vegetation data 
(Table 3) was constructed using "prevalent species ll only. "Prevalent 
species" were defined as those with a freque:ncy x constancy index 
(Curtis, 1959) greater than 1,000. Possible index values range from 
o to 10,000 (100% frequency x 100% constancy). Complete smmnaries of 
data for all species are included in later sections. 
In Table 3, the environmental subdivisions listed across the top 
of the table are believed to represent an "effective soil moisture 
gradienV' from dry to wet. For each species, average values of fre-
quency, density and cover were listed under the environmental subdivision 
where it occurs with C x F index greater than 1,000. Species were 
then rearranged on the vertical listing to group together plants that 
occur in the same environmental subdivisions. Distinct species groups 
are found in each environmental subdivision. Within these groups, 
plants were listed vertically by growth form (trees, shrubs, grasses, 
perennial forbs, annual forbs). Under growth form, plants were listed 
according to C x F value. 
Table 3 Frequency (F), density (D), and cover (C) values for species with constancy X 
frequency index greater than 1000. Environmental subdivisions are arranged 
to show an effective soil moisture gradient from dry to wet. The symbol, t, 
represents less than 1% cover (trace). 
Plant name * 
~--+> s::: 
s::: 0 
(l) .r-! 
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ArtemiSia tridentata - big sagebrush 
{. '.; Atrinle_x canescens - four wing saltbush 
Oountia spp. - prickly pear 
Chrysothamnus nauseosus - rubber rabbitbrush 
Sarcobatus venQiculatus - black greasewood 
Lenidhun rnontanum - desert pepperweed 
Browns tectoruID - cheatgrass brome 
{,' Sporobo' us contractus - spike dropseed 
Descllrainia sophia - flixweed tansymustard 
r·1achaeranthera hi eel ovii - Bigelow aster 
LapPQLa redoski1 - blue bur stickseed 
Junioerus osteosoerma - Utah juniper 
~ edulis - pinyon pine 
Arte!'!"isia bi!2'elovj i-Bigelow sagebrush 
~'."'·9r;;:'~r:: ,,,C'c'.11'~ s - stemless actines 
j·!achp.eranthera ~rindelo1des - goldenweed 
ColeQ!2'yne rarnosjssima - blackbrush 
EPhedra torreyana - Torrey mormon tea 
Atrlple4 CQnfertifolia - shad scale saltbush 
~., .. . . 11 t (u l~RrlS JRmesll - ga e a 
EnhedrR yjridis - green mormon tea 
Ceratoide~ lanata (Pursh). J. T. Howell -
winterfat 
5tiPA comata - needle and thread 
Qrvzopsis hymenoides - Indian ricegrass 
C'l RO\lteloua araeilis - blue gramma 
Planta~Q ~a~aeonici - wooly plantain 
EritCQflUII- -HmtttHI -ftodd:b'lg ·v.ila buckwheat 
Gili-a·-i-neon:;p±eu, - any «ilia 
Gut·; erre;.ia spp. - snakeweed 
Cryptantha eQnfertiflora - cryptantha 
Spbaeraleea coccinea - scarlet globemallow 
HV"rnennpappus filifolius - fineleaf 
hymenopappus 
C Sporobnll1S cr)'Iltandrus - sand dropseed 
AristjCa fenCleriana - Fendler threeawn 
V1l1pia octoflora (Walt.) Rydberg - sixweeks 
grass 
~··a 1. ae otrrix sone hoi de s - de sert dandelion 
0ennthera caesp1tosa - tufted evening pri~rose 
C'\"~'.C';d: pr'~s fp!:rl1eri - Fendler spring parsley 
Z4 ~trin'~x ~3rrettii - Garrett saltbush 
:'>-1 O"Q;]\~!'l1 j nC!'lt\lill - desert trumpet 
Gai l' ar~ia ninnatafida - blanketflower 
(, SR' ~o'a kalj - Russian thistle 
?h3('e'ia Cf;>D111 ata - scorpionweed 
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F D C rF~D C I F DC-r F_ u I5. C lr~ D C I F DC 
66 34 17 
('52ir-Io_-~ 
'-.. ~--- .. -
35 11 1 
22 9 6 
28 9 6 
14 
66 
1 t 
8 
19 2 t 27 9 1 
25 81 7 
22 5 3 
21 5 1 
22 1 1 
26 5 t 
';;7 
76 76 11 31 
,?2_l03_, 
(,?3 _1.1----2) 
_5. 88 320 
" 2 2 
1 64 
55 5 3 
34 15 3 
41 16 1 
21 10 
61 
39 
~t1 
57 
---;-9 
38 
3 
5 
2 26 
fJ) 
3 
1-
3 
43 16 1 33 18 1 
21-2-t--_\) (f:/) ,? 
~'Z9 "j) 
47 
46 
26 
-___., 31 
,~1.._51 '5 
24 2 1 
50.3 1 
:~i8 f' 
31 1 
1 
1 
t .... 
t 
29 
44 
1 
1 
3 15 1 
30 3 1 
50 10 
(63:2 30--" --1 
35 1 
19 1 
42 3 
,~ Nomenclature follows Holmgren and Reveal (1966) except 
where authorities are given. Cor::mon naIr-les follow Beetle (1970). .::-o 
~ 
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General Enyironmental-Yeeetational Relationships 
Soil moisture is a critical factor in vegetation distribution 
in arid areas. In Canyonlands, where potential evaporation far 
exceeds rainfall, effective soil moisture must be considered the key 
variable affecting plants. Canyonlands receives about 210 mm annual 
precipitation (200 mm for Needles station, 210 rom for Island-in-the-
Sky). Rainfall varies tremendously on both an annual and spatial 
basis. High areas on the extreme south end of the Park and the top 
of the Island-in-the-Sky probably receive slightly more moisture than 
areas such as the White Rim and Squaw Flat, 300 m lower. Actual 
effective moisture at a given site appears to be a function of water-
table relationships, regolith depth, jointing patterns, slope, 
exposure, elevation, and substrate. Each of these factors influences 
vegetation distribution but the first three usually dorranate. 
Generally, the following environmental-vegetational relationShips 
hold (Table 3): 
1. Several species of Atriplex are dominant where shales crop out. 
2. Grasslands occur on deep eolian sand. 
3. Uniformly shallow regolith supports vegetation dominated by 
Coleogyne ramosissima (blackbrush). 
4. Jointed, exposed bedrock with lithic soils supports Pinus 
edulis - Juniperus osteosperma (pinyon-juniper) woodlands with various 
upland shrubs in the understory. 
5. Thick alluvial deposits that seasonally provide root access 
to the water table are occupied by brushlands of Atriplex canescens 
(fourwing saltbush) and Artemisia tridentata (big sagebrush). 
These five units and three additjonal ones based on qualitative 
observations ( 1. Riverbank: TWTlarix-Salix. thickets, 2. Steep, unstable 
slopes: very little vegetation, and 3. Lower Cutler broken slopes: 
variable shrubland) are the basis of a vegetation map of Canyonlands 
National Park (Figure 9, in map pocket) of a scale of 1:125,000. 
Cryptogamic co~unities form an irregular surface-soil crust 
to different degrees throughout the Park (Figure 11). Present develop-
ment of these communities probably relates to substrate and use history. 
The position of the water table is critical to the existence of 
Atriplex-Arternisia brushland. Most of the shrubs occurring on alluvial 
deposits in the drainages of Salt Creek, Lavender and Davis Canyons 
seasonally tap free or capillary water. 
Regolith/bedrock relationships are critical to the occurrence 
of and to the boundaries between the most extensive vegetation types 
in the Park. About 80 percent of Canyonlands is occupied by the grass-
land, blackbrush and Pinyon-Juniper woodland vegetation units. 
Regolith/bedrock relationships control these types in the following way. 
Where disintegrated regolith is uniformly shallow (about 25 cm thick), 
effective moisture is concentrated on top of bedrock at a shallow depth 
and blackbrush vegetation dominates (Table 2 and Figure 12). When the 
regolith becomes thicker than 50 cm, this moisture-perching effect is 
lost, and blackbrush gives way to grassland vegetation which is better 
adapted for rapid moisture uptake. Where regolith is re~tricted 
chiefly to rock fissures, Pinyon-Juniper/shrub vegetation dominates 
(Figure 12). 
Figure 11 Well-developed crJ~togamic soil crust 
on benches of the Elephant Canyon 
Limestone in lower Elephant Canyon. 
Shrubs are Atriplex confertifolia. 
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Figure 12. Vegetation types controlled by regolith depth at various elevations. 
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The influence of slope and exposure on radiation budget and thus 
on effective moisture and vegetation is profound in the .Intermountain 
West. It is of limited importance in Canyonlands in terms of area, 
at least, because most of the land is either flat or vertical. 
Elevation affects available soil moisture chiefly through the 
influence it has on temperature and thus potential evaporation. 
Temperatures on the Island-in-the-Sky are typically 30 C lower than 
those in Moab, 610 m lower. Elevational differences in Canyonlands 
influence plant densiti~s. They do not cause major differences in 
vegetation type. Similar vegetation occurs at several different 
elevations (Figure 13). 
Substrate can affect vegetation through both chemical and physical 
means. High salt content of soil is a common chemical factor influencing 
vegetation in the southwest. Measurements taken in the various 
environmental subdivisions showed no consistent differences between 
habitat in this regardj pH values also showed no trends in any 
particular subdivisions (Table 2). Chemical factors thus appear to 
have limited influence on the vegetation of Canyonlands. 
The phys~cal nature of substrate can influence the water relations 
of plants by facilitating or impeding the flow of moisture to and away 
from the plant. Sandy substrates allow free movement of water, but, 
because of large grain size, have small retention capacity_ Clays have 
high water retention properties but moisture movement is restricted. 
Atriplex-dominated brushland occurs on outcrops of the relatively 
clay-rich Chinle Formation. 
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Figure 13. Range in elevation of vegetation units within environmental subdivisions. 
Bracketed lines show range in elevation of transect locations; plus 
signs represent localities where qualitative observations were made. ::-C' 
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It seems evident that fire does not play a role in the main-
tenance of the brushlands or eolian grasslands of Canyonlands. 
Topography in the whole area is highly dissected; isolated pockets 
of vegetation are often separated by rock walls and steep canyons. 
Grasslands are the only major vegetation type in Canyonlands 
that have been appreciably modified by domestic-animal use. The 
Needles District is the only area where this modification shows up 
in sampling. 
The soils of Canyonlands National Park are very weakly developed 
(Wilson ~ al., 1975). A major part of the substrate in the area is fine 
quartz sand or rocks that ~ather to fine quartz sand. Topography is 
a result of rapid stripping of the rock mantle. Surface texture 
(Table 2) is probably more a function of substrate than of soil 
development. Horizonation wasU1detectab~ in the profiles observed by 
the author. 
Because each vegetation unit correlates to a generally unique 
environmental subdivision, these units can be visualized as "environ-
mental:vegetational" units. In the following sections, each unit will 
be discussed in more detail in terms of 1) general description, 
dominant species, physiognomy; 2) critical environmental factors; 
3) use history; 4) successional trends; and 5) relationships to 
similar vegetation in other areas. In Canyonlands and vicinity, these 
units appear to be fairly consistent and repeatable in terms of 
species composition and general appearance. The term "dominant" is 
used to refer to perennial plants with relatively high values of 
frequency, denSity, and cover within the environmental subdivision. 
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Thick Eolian Deposits: (?ras s] iJnds 
Thick eolian sand deposits in Canyonlands support grassland almost 
exclusively (Figure 14). Stipa comata (needle and thread), Hilaria 
jarnesii (galleta), Oryzopsis hymenoides (Indian ricegrass) and 
Boutelous gracilis (blue grama) have highest frequency values and 
provide most of the vegetal cover (Table 4). 
A few shrub species occur along with grasses in this habitat. 
Ceratoides lanata (winterfat) sporadically occurs in small clusters and 
Eohedra viridis is associated with sand mounds in Gray's Pasture in the 
Island-in-the-Sky District (Figure 15). Everitt (1970) investigated 
similar sand mounds occupied by Quercus undulata, Artemisia filifolia 
and EPhedra torreyana in the vicinity of Hanksville, Utah. He suggested 
that the mounds form around existing vegetation which grows upward as 
sand accumulates. The mounds in Gray's Pasture possibly have a similar 
origin. Poliorrdntha incana (rosemary mint) occurs on large sand dunes 
on top of the Island overlooking the Lathrop Trail, a foot route off the 
mesa. Quercus undulata (wavyleaf oak) is associated with sand mounds 
in the area around Sugarloaf Butte on the east rim of Horseshoe Canyon. 
Most other eolian deposits in the Park do not form mounds. 
Thick sandy regolith appears to be critical for the occurrence of 
~ - -----------~------ ---------- -----
~~dS. These depos~~s are present at varying elevations 
throughout the Park. The te-rm regolith is used because no evidence of 
alteration toward soil development was observed in the deposits. At 
every site where grass-dominated vegetation was sampled, the regolith 
c------ --
was over 50 em thick (Table 2); in most cases it was much thicker. 
-------
Figure 14 Grassland on thick eolian denosits. Visw is 
northeast froID the southern end of Chesler 
Park. Bedrock is Cedar Mesa Sandstone. 
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Table 4. Summary of data for transects in deep eolian material. 
M 
Plant name* 0 ft..i >a >< 
>a ~>a 0 0 If\ § ~>a 0 c.-coo N o 0 Q) +> s:: O'M s:: Q) >a ........... Q) M +> § ~ bDS::Q) +>Q) bD+> • ::p~ til ctS Q) ::s 
• ctS ::s ctS 'M > a s:: +>::s>< MOO' 4-t oM 0' MU.1=tJ M 0 0 til 0" Q) Q) M 2:! Q) M a> Q) s:: • !; 0 S::::Q)"O > Q) o ctS M >~S::O" OMS:: SHRUBS «p-'p.. o>ft..i « HtIl ~ o ft..i.M 
Ephedra viridis 55 29 5 3 36 :'1980 
Ceratoides lanata 
(Pursh), J 1/T. Howell 18 53 9 3 44 792 
Opuntia spp. 51 14 78 6 1 42 588 
Gutierrezia spp. 16 68 8 2 26 416 
Atriplex canescens 'L- 8 55 4 1 20 160 
Coleogyne ramosissima 11 40 4 t 6 66 
EChinocactus whipplei 5 40 1 t 6 30 
Sarcobatus verrniculatus 4 0 4 t 2 8 
PERENNIAL FORBS 
Sphaeralcea coccinea 35 57 IB 1 62 2170 
Hymenopappus filifolius 17 47 9 t 26 442 
Arenaria fendleri 16 19 4 t 22 352 
Eriogonum microthecum 31 54 1 t 8 248 
Cryptantba confertifiora 11 68 15 t 22 242 
Gilia longifiora 21 33 3 t 8 168 
Abronia fragrans 8 57 5 t 20 160 
Lepidium montanum ,1 7 57 1 t 16 112 
Spbaeralcea parvifolia i I 6 50 1 t 18 108 
Gaillardia pennatifida 18 11 5 t 6 lOB 
Linum aristatum 10 20 4 t 8 80 
Gilia gunnisonii 10 70 2 t 4 40 
Astragalus molissimus 5 20 1 t 8 40 
Townsendia incana 6 20 6 t 6 36 
~ogonum ovalifolium 4 0 1 t 4 16 
Penstemon cyanocaulis 4 0 1 t 2 8 
Eriogonum innatum 4 0 1 t 2 8 
GRASSES 
-
- ---
--', 
'> Hilaria jamesii \ , 67 34 5 78 5226 ' 
y Stipa comata 61 45 5 80 4880 
·'Oryzopsis bymenoides 32 45 2 80 2560 
'. Bouteloua gracilis 71 26 9 34 2414 
V~pia octoflora (Walt.) 
Rydberg 33 50 1 42 1386 
Bromus tectorum 27 44 2 30 810 
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Table 4. Continued. 
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Plant name* 0 ~ >< fH 
0 0 ~~ ~ ~~ IJ'\ § 0 fHOO N o 0 
Q) +> s:: o·,.-t s:: Q) ~ ............ Q) H +> fa ~ bOS::Q) 
. ~ ~ bO +> • bOa> U) ~8g. ctS .,.-t :> a ctS :> !=: +> & >< fH .,.-t tt HU):g H 0 0 U) Q) 
Q) H ~ Q) H Q) ~ 0 0 QQ)"d :> Q) o ctS H Q)WQ~ o H ~ 
<P-.rx.. o>r..t ~(:::aHu) <lR lR (,,) Ct-t • 
/Sporobolus cryptandrus 22 60 2 \ 32 704 
'2 Aristida fendleriana 18 52 1 30 540 
'- Sporobolus flexuosus 12 50 t 20 240 
-i Sporobolus airoides 31 83 1 6 186 
~Sitanion hystrix 8 50 1 12 96 
ANNUAL HERBS 
.----- ........ 
l·falacothrix sonchoides 44- 49 1 56 (2464 
Plantago patagonica 57 44 3 42- '2394 
EriogonUIn cernuum 59 27 1 24 1k16/ 
. ~~- -" 
Gilia inconspicua 32 68 3 30 960 
Stephanomeria exigua 22 68 1 32 704 
Cymopterus fendleri 25 69 t 26 650 
Helianthella uniflora 22 72 1 26 572 
Lappula redowskii 16 37 t 34 544 
,Senecio multilobatus 
'l.-rl; 14 53 t 26 364 
Oenothera trichocalyx 6 50 t 32 192 
Salsola kali 23 Er7 1 8 184 
Oenothera caespitosa 8 74 t 18 144 
Lupinus pusillus 35 77 t 4 140 
l~achaeranthera bigelovii 17 98 1 8 136 
Chaenactis stevioides 11 72 t 12 132 
Aster leucelene 29 13 1 4 116 
Streptanthella longirostris 42- 0 1 2 84 
Descurainia sophia 37 0 t 2 74 
Cleome lutea 11 18 t 6 66 
Astragalus ceramicus 7 28 t 6 42 
Chenopodium album 4 0 t 6 24 
Calochortus nuttallii 4 0 t 4 16 
CRYPTOGAMIC SOIL CRUSTS 10(0-40) 
*All nomenclature follows Holmgren and Reveal (1966) except where 
authorities are given. Plants are listed by growth form and arranged 
by decreasing constancy x frequency index 
1Includes Qpuntia polvacantha, Oountia erinacea and others. 
2Includes Gutierrezia sarothrae and Gutierrezia microcephala. 
3Coefficient of variation is calculated as: CV = 5 X 100 , the standard 
deviation is S and the' population mean is Y y 
Fi gure 15. ED}:edra viridis grow-ing in sand IDo1ll1ds in 
Gray's Pasture. View is northeast from 
Island-in-the-S~v road, 2 miles south of the 
Neck . Bedrock in the backgro1ll1d is Navajo 
Sandstone. 
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Boundaries between the eolian grasslands and other types are usually 
sharp and correspond to changes in regolith depth (Figure 16). 
Competition fO~~,.l'!l.~~sture in the surface few inches of the deposits 
rproba~ly_ r~<!te~ __ ~~_t:~.!.lg o.f plants. 
The eolian grasslands have undergone more modification from use 
by man than any other vegetation type within the Park. Evidence of 
disturbance by livestock is greatest in the Needles District and very 
slight in the Maze District. The Island-in-the-Sky is intermediate 
in this regard. Differences in palability and preference to livestock 
cause some species to increase in abundance and others to decrease 
(Van Dyne, 1964)·. 
Beef Basin and the grasslands of Needles District were important 
wintering grounds for cattle herds that summered in the Blue Mountains 
and on Elk Ridge. The dependence of most sizeable operations on the 
proximity of mountains put the Needles area under greatest pressure 
(Peterson, personal communication, 1975). Water problems and accessi-
bility must have limited early use in what are now the Maze and 
Island-in-the-Sky Districts. Grassland vegetation of the three districts 
generally ref~ects their use histories. 
If grassland samples are stratified by use histories, some trends 
of vegetation modification can be observed (Tables 5 and 6). Table 5 
shows data from the lightly-grazed Maze and Island-in-the-Sky ~stricts. 
Table 6 shows data from the heavily-grazed Needles District. Gutierrezia 
spp.(snakeweed), a perennial species generally favored by heavy livestock 
use, occurs in 7 of 15 transects on the Island-in-the-Sky and 6 of 10 
in the Squaw Flat area of the Needles district, but does not occur in 
Figu;-e 16 Boundary between grassland and blackbrush 
vegetation in lower Elephant Canyon. View 
is to the ea st , three km due north of Eleph~~t 
Hill in a tributary canyon . Bedrock is Cedar 
Hesa Sandstone . 
Table 5. Summary of data for transects in deep eolian material with 
history of light liv:e$_~'1c}~. ,?-:==s~e=-=.==== 
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SHRUBS 
Ephedra viridis' 55 29 5 3 45 
Ceratoides lanata (Pursh) 
J. T. HOW'ell 21 52 10 3 50 
Op1llltia spp. 14 78 6 1 52 
Atriplex canescens 9 66 4 1 22 
Gutierrezia spp. 11 27 1 1 17 
Coleog)~e ramosissima 11 40 4 t 7 
Ech'l nocactus whipplei 5 40 1 t 7 
PERENNIAL FORBS 
Spbaeralcea coccinea 33 54 18 1 65 
Arenaria fendleri 16 19 4 t 27 
Eriogonum mrrcrothecum 31 54 1 t 10 
Hymenopappus filifolius 9 44 7 t 27 
Gilia longiflora 21 33 3 t 10 
Lepidium montanum 7 57 1 t 20 
Spbaeralcea parvifolia 6 50 1 t 22 
Gaillardia pinnatifida 18 11 5 t 7 
Linum aristatum 10 20 4 t 10 
Abronia fragrans 8 50 3 t 10 
Gilia gunnisonii 10 70 2 t 5 
Astragalus molissimus 5 20 1 t 10 
Townsendia incana 6 33 8 t 5 
Eriogonum ovalifolium 4 0 1 t 7 
Cryptantha coruertifiora 4 0 1 t 2 
~ogonum inflatum 4 0 1 t 2 
Penstemon cyanocaulis 4 0 1 t 2 
GRASSES 
Stipa comata 61 45 5 100 
Hilaria jamesii 64 39 5 72 
Or,yzopsis hymenoides 39 43 2 97 
Bouteloua gracilis 71 26 9 42-
Vulpia octoflora (Walt.) 
Rydberg 29 44 1 45 
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2475 
1050 
728 
198 
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35 
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50 
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35 
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8 
8 
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2982 
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Table 5. Continued. 
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Bromus tectorum 27 44 2 37 999 Sporobolus cryptandrus 26 88 2 15 390 Aristida fendleriana 15 53 1 22 330 Sporobolus flexuosus 12 50 t 25 300 Sitanion hystrix 8 50 1 15 120 Sporobolus airoides 31 83 1 7 217 
ANNUAL FORBS 
Plantago patagonica 57 44 3 52 2964 Malacothrix sonchoides 44 45 1 45 1980 Eriogonum cernuum 59 27 1 30 1770 Gilia inconspicua 38 71 3 32 1216 Stephanomeria exigua 22 68 1 40 880 Helianthella uniflora 22 72 1 32 704 Lappula redowskii 16 37 t 42- 672 Cymopterus fendleri 23 69 t 22 506 Senecio multilobatus 16 62 t 27 432 Salsola kali 23 87 1 10 230 Machaeranthera bigelovii 17 98 1 10 170 Chaenactis stevioides 11 72 t 15 165 Aster leucelene 29 13 1- 5 145 Streptanthella longirostris 50 0 1 7 100 Cleome lutea 11 18 t 7 77 Descurainia sophia 37 0 t 2 74 Astragalus ceramicus 7 28 t 7 49 ChenopOdium album 4 0 t 7 28 Oenothera caespitosa 4 0 t 7 28 Calochortus nuttallii 4 0 t 5 20 
CRYPTOGAMIC SOIL CRUST 11(0-40) 
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Table 6. Summary of data for transects in deep eolian deposits with 
a history of heavy livestock use. 
. 
a 
Plant Name ~ . 
a> H cT U 0 (I) 
::.... H ft-i >< ~~ 0 0 ~~ s::: ~ I.t\ fd 0 ft-iQU 
Q) ~~ o 0 a> s::: Qorf s::: Q)H~ ~ ~ bOa> +lQ) b.O +l • bO~CIl fg. • cd g. m orf > m s::: ~ g. ~ r.-t' os:! H(I):a H 0 0 
g! ~ Q) Q) Q) s::: Q)OO J::2!'d o cd H ~~.:i ~~lR 8 r.-t o~ SHRUBS <r:~ o>ft-i 
Gutierrezia spp. 34 85 15 360 2040 
Ceratoides lanata 4 0 3 t 20 80 
Sarcobatus vermiculatus 4 0 4 t 10 40 
Atriplex canescens 4 0 1 t 10 40 
PERENNIAL FORBS 
Cryptantha confertiflora 41 70 16 1 100 4100 
Sphaeralcea coccinea 43 69 16 1 50 2150 
Hymenopappus filifolius 51 29 21 t 20 1020 
Abronia fragrans 6 66 7 t 60 360 
Townsendia incana 4 0 1 t 10 40 
GRASSES 
Hilaria jamesii 81 26 7 100 8100 
Sporobolus cryptandrus f:iJ 35 2 100 6000 
Aristida fendleriana 29 51 1 60 1740 
Vulpia 'octoflora 47 80 1 30 1410 
(Wal t.) Rydberg 
Oryzopsis hymenoides 4 0 1 10 40 
ANNUAL FORBS 
Malacothrix sonchoides 46 63 1 100 4600 
Oenothera caespitosa 26 80 t 60 1560 
Cymopterus fendleri 31 74 t 40 1240 
Lupinus pusillus 35 77 t 20 700 
Gilia inconspicua 8 0 t· 20 160 
Oenothera trichocalyx 8 50 t 20 160 
Senecio mnltilobatus 8 0 t 20 160 
Streptanthella longirostris 8 0 t 10 eo 
CRYFTCGAMIC SOIL CRUST 2(0-15) 
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transects in grasslands of the Maze District. Atriplex canescens and 
Ceratoides lanata, plants of high palatibility and preference by 
cattle, are much more common in transects of the Maze District 
(A. canescens occurs in 8 of 20 and Q. lanata in 18 of 20) than in 
those of the Needles District (1 of 10 and 2 of 10) or Island-in-the-Sky 
(1 of 15 and 2 of 15). 
In the Needles District, highest percentages of total vegetal cover 
in these areas of historically heavy use such as Devilts Lane, are made 
up of Bromus tectorum (cheatgrass brome), Vulpia octoflora (common 
sixweeks grass), 5a1sola ~ (Russian thistle) and Gutierrezia spp. 
Large bare areas that have received heavy use are found in Squaw Flat 
(Figure 17). 
Elimination of grazing in most grasslands of Canyonlands in July, 
1975 provides an excellent opportunity to observe the rate (or lack of 
initiation) of vegetation recovery. In August 1975, a more intensive 
sampling of species composition, frequency and cover was conducted in 
heavily-grazed Squaw Flat in the Needles and in lightly-grazed Gray's 
Pasture on the Island-in-the-Sky. These data (Table 7) could serve as a 
basis for comparison in later years. In the meantime, further interpre-
tation of vegetation differences in the Districts due to use history can 
be made from the first data collection on these plots. 
Hilaria iamesii and Sporobolus cryptandrus (sand dropseed) make 
up a higher percentage of the total grass cover in Squaw Flat than in 
Gray's Pasture where the total cover is more evenly spread among 
Bquteloua gracilis, Qryzopsis hymenoidc3, Hilaria jamesii, and 
Stipa comata. Gutierrezia spp., and Aristida fendleriana (Fendler 
Fi gure 17 S21s01 a kali growing in d~Ti~ged grassland on 
Souaw Flat . View is east from near Souaw 
F::'.. E.t campgr ound. Bedrock is Cedar ]·iesa 
SE.!ldstone. 
Table 7. Summary of vegetation data from circular plots in Squaw Flat, 
Gray1s Pasture and Willow Flat. Frequency and cover are 
given in percent. 
Species Squaw Flat Island Grasslands 
~ >< >< () ~~ ~ ~>a 
(l) s:: () (J (J o (J 
bOG> (l) a ~ CD s:: (I) fij @ en ~ bO bOQ) bO Ha en H +3' ~ en ~ en H 1;,;& (l) Q) H Q) (J) 0' HO' s.... Q) 
> H (l) > s:: Q) CD (l) ~ ~ s:: CD <J1. > 0 o H > H o H <0 oJ1. <J1. <0 orx.. 
Ephedra viridis 52 11 ~~ 
~uteloua gracilia 42- 10 /J~OO) 
-,~Qryzopsis hymenoides 16 2 746 34 5 (32~ 
YBromus tectorum 30 10 700 61 16 2135 
\ Stipa comata 23 4 195,'1 
',Vulpia octoflora 29 3 773 19 1 1425 
Senecio multilobatus 35 10 1400 
Eriogonum sp (annual) 19 1 380 25 1 /1-37_~ 
:'"- Hilaria jamesii 61 14 . 589b'\ 33 5 I J650) 
~,,( Sporobolus cryptandrus 31 8 \ '. 17 850 .2790 __ 3 
Salsola kali 29 11 2706 8 t 40 
Helianthella uniflora 22 2 1540 8 t 40 
Gutierrezia sp 27 9 12-~ 13 2 780 
~-I Aristida fendleriana 29 6 (1450, 5 t 75 
I 
CRYPTOGAMIC SOIL CRUST 6 10 
thrceawn) are widely considered indicators of poor ranee condjtion; 
they are favored under heavy grazing because of their Jaw preference 
by livestock. Oryzopsis hym~noides is hiehly palatable and indicative 
of good range condition (Van Dyne, 1964 and SCS range condition and 
trend guides). 
The most important single factor controlling present development 
of cryptogamic soil crusts on eolian deposits is probably use history. 
All deposits have similar origin and texture. Samples from grasslands 
in the Maze and Island-in-the-Sky Districts showed greater average 
cryptogamic soil crust cover than samples from similar areas in the 
Needles District. 
In thick sandy ~egolith, grasses are generally more successful 
----.~-.,----., -
than trees and shrubs, probably because of the nature of their root" 
.-.... ,-=.-"--~ . - -, ~ _. -
sy5te~. Perennial grasses are well known for their diffuse root 
systems. Surface area is high relative to other types of plants and 
root mass is concentrated near the surface of the soil. The eolian 
~~9a:r?e-,-,and .thia_,~,ll~~~_ rapid percolation of precipitation. 
The best adaptation for this situation is the grass-type root system 
which places high, ~~~,~_:_urface a_r_~.~ ,~pread ,~~t ,~~.~t beneath the surface. 
Maximum absorptio~ of water occurs as water is percolating past the 
-~-.. '.'-.. .- .,.", '''' 
surface regolith layer. The root systems of most shrubs and trees 
are characterized by lower surface-to-volume ratios. Most w09dy plants 
appear to be excluded from thick deposits because their roots cannot ,,------------- . ,,,.' ' 
~_~_ra~tQ!~_~~rcolating pre~ipitation. 
_._--- -------- -- -'------
Survi val of tree and shrub 
seedlings is very low in this situation as they are not adapted to 
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thrive under conditions of extremely low rainfall entering thick, pervious 
material. They cannot develop extensive root systems quickly enough to 
survive. 
Most of the deep soils in Canyonlands occur in eolian and alluvial 
deposits at various locations throughout the Park. Most of this material 
can be texturally classified as sandy loam. In an effort to determine 
the extent of movement of material downward through the profile, two 
soil pits were dug in the eolian deposits of the Island-in-the-Sky 
(Figure 18). Texture and calcium were determined for various depths 
(Table 8). In the two soil pits on the Island-in-the-Sky, a lime 
concentration was present at about 50 cm. Figure 18 was taken the day 
after a heavy rain. The depth of wetting (position of the knife in the 
photo) was at 50 cm. From these measurements, there appears to be 
some movement and concentration of CaC03• 
According to Kleiner and Harper (1971), grazing caused a breakdown 
of grassland structure in Chesler Park. The grassland has become mixed 
in composition under the influence of light grazing. Under absence of 
They also concluded that the structure of cryptogamic communities in 
grassland is severely disrupted by even light grazing pressure. 
Active sand dunes are extensive west of Canyonlands on the San 
Raphael Desert between Green River and Hanksville, and some have been 
tI 
stabilized or partially stabilized by shrubs and grasses in Kuchler's 
(1964) If three-awn/shrub steppe". The major species involved are 
Artemisia filifolia (old man sagebrush), Poliomintba incana, 
Vancleyea stylosa, EPhedra viridis, and Aristida 
Figure 18 Soil pit in thick eolian deposits 
near Hurphy Faint . Depth of wetting 
is 50 cm. 
Table 8. Summary of measurements of soil texture and lime for several 
depths in Murphy Point grassland, Willow Flat and Lost Canyon. 
Area Depth Texture % Lime 
Murphy Point Grassland surface sandy loam 1.1 
46 em fine sandy loam 4.5 
107 em fine sandy loam 2.8 
Willow Flat Grassland surface fine sandy loam .8 
61 em fine sandy loam 8.4 
Lost Canyon Bench surface silt loam 12.7 
61 em sandy loam 13.2 
305 em sandy loam 9.0 
fendleriana. Because o~ the prevailing westerly winds~ the Srul Raphael 
desert has probably supplied much of the fine sand and silt that made 
up eolian deposits of Canyonlands. 
Fire plays a major role in vegetation dynamics in many grasslands 
of the western United States. According to Hwnphrey (1974)~ fires 
maintain desert grasslands in southern Arizona and New Mexico by 
periodically destroying invading shrubs and succulents. Wells (1970) 
hypothesized that original development and maintenance of the Great 
Plains grassland was largely dependent on fire. Kleiner and Harper 
(1971) suggested that the eolian grasslands of Canyonlands National 
Park are best classified as extensions of the desert grasslands as 
described by Humphrey (1958) but that fire has not played much of a 
part in maintenance of grass. Humphrey (1958) believed that fire 
cannot be separated from desert grasslands; he contended there is no 
such thing as a "desert grassland" climate •. In order to be a dominant 
force in determining the vegetation, chance lightning fires must have: 
1) enough fuel to sustain themselves and 2) a relatively uninterrupted 
topographic situation free ofllbreaks" (Wells, 1970). Wells found tree 
vegetation sheltered at topographic breaks in the vast plains, and 
suggested that the reason trees survive involves protection from wide-
spread prairie fires. Because cover in the eolian grasslands is lower than 
in Humphrey's desert grassland, the fuel requirement could fall short. 
Some areas, especially those with large amounts of Bromus tectorum, 
will burn if ignited during the dry season. The irregularity of the 
topography and the "pocket" nature of deposits that support grassland 
would limit any fire to a relatively small area. 
Maintenance of these grasslands by fire would require too many chance 
lightning strikes and can reasonably be ruled out. The absence of 
charcoal in soils, burned woody stllir~s and historical notes of wildland 
fires in the Park also supp~rts this contention. 
Benches with Uniformly Thin Regolith: Coleoeyne 
Flat or gently sloping surfaces characterized by uniformly thin 
regolith support vegetation dominated by Coleoevne raIDosissima (Figure 19). 
These surfaces occur at varying elevations and on varying geologic 
formations (e. g., Moenkopi Shale at 1,500 m to Kayenta Sandstone at 
1,800 m). Blackbrush accounts for most of the vegetal cover. Hilaria 
jamesii, Atriplex confertifolia (shadscale saltbush) and Ephedra 
torreyana (Torrey mormon tea) are important associates with lower cover 
values (Table 9). 
Blackbrush-dominated stands vary in density of shrubs and in 
associated species. Higher elevation benches (e. g., Grand View 
Point area) support denser stands. Atriplex confertifolia and Ephedra 
torreYana are the most important shrub associates of blackbrush, and 
appear as scattered individuals in blackbrush-dominated stands. 
Intershrub areas have very low cover. Hilaria jarnesii is an almost 
ubiquitous low-cover associate of blackbrush. Orvzopsis hYmenoides, 
I Qpuntia spp., Yucca angustissima (Harriman yUcca), and Gutierrezia spp. 
are less common low-cover associates. 
Fi gure 19 Blackbrush vegetation on t hin regolith from 
Moenkopi Formation. View is northeast from 
the southeast end of Pete's l1esa. Photo by 
K. Forsythe. 
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Table 9. Sunnnary of data for transects on shallow, uniform regolith. 
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SHRUBS 
Coleogyne ramosissima 76 32 76 11 97 7372 
Ephedra torreyana 25 52 10 2 100 ./2500 
Atriplex confertifolia 23 ff7 11 2 52 \ l!9lY 
Opuntia spp. 13 71 4 1 53 689 
Gutierrezia spp. r~ 11 81 4 1 50 550 Yucca angustissima 13 77 15 5 38 494 
Enceliopsis nudicaulis 39 79 10 1 9 351 
Ceratoides lanata 27 81 5 1 12 324 
Machaeranthera tortifolia 18 66 11 1 12 216 
Machaeranthera venusta 22 81 4 2 9 198 
Grayia brandegei 12 83 12 7 15 180 
Sphaeralcea leptophylla 18 33 1 t 6 108 
Chrysothamnusnauseosus 12 41 5 t 6 72" 
Amsonia eastwoodiana 4 0 0 t 6 24 
Eriogonum corymbosum 4 0 1 t 3 12 
PERENNIAL FORffi 
Sphaeralcea coccinea 10 40 8 t 32 320 
Kochia americana 29 72 1 1 6 174 
Hymenopappus filifolius 11 45 0 t 12 132 
Eriogonum inflatum 7 71 0 t 18 126 
Coldenia hispidissima 12 91 0 t 9 108 
Cryptantha confertiflora 6 50 2 t 18 108 
Frasera albomarginata \"0 8 0 0 t 6 48 Abronia fragrans 4 0 1 t 12 48 
Spbaeralcea parvifolia 9 0 0 t 3 24 
Euphorbia fendleri 8 0 0 t 3 24 
GRASSES 
Hilaria j ame sii sa 18 3 100 8800 
Oryzopsis hymenoides I' 26 65 3 70 ·1820 
Aristida fendleriana ~ 16 81 2 20 320 
Bromus tectorum 22 82 t 9 198 
Muhlenbergia pungens 12 66 t 6 72 
ANNUAL FORBS 
Aster leucelene 0 4 0 t 6 24 Oenothera caespitosa 4 0 t 6 24 
CRYPTOGAMIC SOIL CRUST 5(0-11) 
Two factors appear to be critical to the occurrence of blackbrush 
vegetation: shallow regoli th (.30 cm) and a lmifGrm "reeoli thic 
matrix" for plants. Shallow regolith creates a moisture-perching 
effect that prevents rapid percolation of precipitation. Soil moisture 
is concentrated just above bedrock after percolating through the 
shallow regolith. The depth of 20-30 em is the area of maximum 
concentration of blackbrush roots. The moisture-perching effect likely 
eliminates the necessity of rapid absorption and allows for more 
gradual uptake of water by the larger less efficient (co~pared to grass) 
shrub-root systems. Although these factors characterize most blackbrush 
areas, blackbrush grows on deep sand in some areas of Chesler Park and 
near lithe Neck. 1I 
Boundaries between blackbrush vegetation and other types are 
generally sharp. Blackbrush gives way to grassl&nd ~TIere regolith 
thickens to the point that the moisture-perching effect of shallow 
bedrock is eliminated. Plants capable of modifying their rooting 
habits to g~ow in bedrock cracks replace blackbrush where regolith 
becomes too thin to provide a continuous matrix. Vegetation in these 
situations becomes confined to cracks in bedrock (Figure 20). 
Cryptogamic soil crusts that develop on uniformly thin regolith 
sites display some patterns that are probably not related to use 
history. Differences seem related more to landform and/or substrate 
than to use history. The stripped structural bench of the White Rim 
(Moenkopi mudstone) shows uniformly poor develop=ent of cryptogamic 
soil even in relict or near-relict situations. TPin eolian sand deposits 
generally show good development of cryptogamic soil, if livestock use 
Figure 20 Jun~Derus osteosperma growing in jointed 
Rntrada sandstone east of Devil 's Garden, 
Arches National Park. Vi ew is to the 
northeast. Photo by K. Forsythe. 
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has been low or non-existent. The thin sand dcpo~jts of the N~edles 
District are derived from pure quartz sandstones. Cryptoeamic soil 
crusts are very well developed under blackbrush veeetation on thin 
eolian sand betvmen Elephant Canyon and Chesler Park. On Pete IS l1esa, 
CFyptogamiC soil crusts are thin and patchy on thin regolith on the 
Moenkopi Formation. Neither of these areas has been appreciably used 
by livestock. It is possible that these patterns are due to differ-
ences in runoff rate between the less permeable Moenkopi Formation 
regolith and very permeable eolian sand. Cryptogamic soil-crust 
development may be interrupted by rapid runoff. 
History of use by domestic sheep is another source of disturb-
ance of blackbrush vegetation. Sheep make -moderate use of blackbrush, 
whereas cattle apparently have very low preference for it (Bowns and 
West, 1976). Blackbrush is also an important component in the diet 
of desert bighorn sheep (Bradley, 1965; Wilson, 1967). The east side 
of the White Rim bench is the only area dominated by blackbrush that 
appears to have sustained much vegetation damage from domestic sheep use. 
Many blackbrush plants in the flat above Sheep Bottom appear beaten 
down, and large portions of many plants are dead. Halo~eton glomeratus 
(common halogeton) is scattered over the eastern White Rim and is 
concentrated in areas that apparently were sheep watering points. 
The chief disturbance of blackbrush vegetation has come from 
exploration for uranium, vanadium and petroleum. The Chinle Formation 
is the only known source rock for commercial quantities of uranium and 
vanadium within the Park. Many road networks and airstrips were 
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established on the White Rim bench adjacent to the Chinle Formation. 
Activity in most of these areas ceased about 20 years ago. Plant 
succession has been extremely slow, and many roads remain essentially 
bare 20 years after travel over them has ceased (Figure 21). Some 
areas in which blackbrush was destroyed have been invaded by exotics 
such as Halogeton glomeratus and Salsola kali (Russian.thistle), or 
aggressive native species such as Gutierrezia spp.and Opuntia spp. 
(prickly pear) (Figure 22). Attempts to vegetate drill hole sites 
have met with very limited success. Sites near Green River overlook 
on the Island-in-the-Sky were apparently reseeded with Agropyron 
cristatum (crested wheatgrass). A search is now required to find 
this grass on the sites. 
In some sandy areas, grasses (Aristida fendleriana, Oryzopsis 
hymenoides) have revegetated areas formerly supporting blackbrush 
(Figure 23). Blackbrush seedlings are very rare both in closed 
stands and on disturbed sites within blackbrush vegetation. Secondary 
succession in mechanically disturbed areas in Canyonlands is strongly 
influenced by the nature of the regolith at the site. In areas where 
thick sand de~osits support grassland, considerable recover,y of the 
native vegetation has occurred in twenty years. The best examples of 
this are in Arches National Park east of Canyonlands where controlling 
environmental factors are similar. In the early 1950's El Paso Natural 
Gas Company constructed a gas pipeline across Salt Valley in what is 
now Arches National Park. The west side of Salt Valley is mostly 
covered with thick sand deposits and grassland vegetation. To the east, 
sand deposits give way to thin regolith with blackbrush and Pinyon-
Figure 21 Abandoned road through blackbrush on shallow 
regolith from Kayenta Formation. View is 
westward from Island-in-the-Sky Road near 
Grand View Point. 
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Figure 22 Haloeeton glomeratus and Gut.ierrezia snp. 
growing on old drill hole site. View is 
east from Green River overlook. Bedrock 
is Kayenta Sandstone. 
Figure 23 Grass on old airstrip just northeast of 
Eleoh&nt Hill. Bedrock is Cedar Hesa 
Sandstone . 
'15 
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Juniper woodland vegetation. In the sandy areas, ther~ is much evidence 
of re-invasion of orieinal grass species~ On the east side of the 
valley, on shallow regolith, recovery over the twenty-year period has 
been almost negligible (Figure 24). Typical invading species in 
these situations include HvmenopaDDus filifolius (fineleaf hymenopappus), 
Aristida fendleriana, Gutierrezia sp~, Cr7nt~ntha confertiflora and 
Hilaria jamesii. A small number of Coleo~vne seedlings also are present 
but none that appear intermediate in age. Roads through blackbrush 
in Canyonlands display similar species composition. 
It is interesting to note that in the two most cornmon instances 
of physical and biological disturbance~ several of the same species 
are selected for or selected against. Aristida fendleriana and 
Gutierrezia spp. are both early invaders on bulldozed roads and 
aggressive invaders during grazing disturbance. Stipa comata and 
Oryzopsis hymenoides are not aggressive invaders of bare areas, and 
are not resistant to grazing. 
Some workers have suggested that the classical concept of plant 
succession is not applicable in desert areas (Muller, 1966; Shreve, 1942). 
Sparse vegetation has less potential for "modifying the site" to make 
way for other plants than does the more complete cover of vegetation in 
humid areas. Observations in Canyonlands National Park support this 
view. There is very little evidence of succession on any of the 
drill sites or roads on thin regolith (Figure 21). The critical 
factors in IIsecondary successional" trends in the Canyonlands area 
appear to involve the physical "recovery ll of the site rather than 
biological modification by plants. When roads are cut through sand 
Route of El Paso Nc..tural Gas Cor;iDany pip~line 
through blackbrush in Arches National Fark . 
View is e2stv.-ard from near Klondyke Bluffs 
road. Be drock is :Kayenta and Entrada 
Scndstone. 
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areas, filling in by slumping and blowing sand be~lns immediately after 
the road falls into disuse. The thick uniform sand matrix is soon 
restored with grass vegetation. Contrast this with the situation on 
thin regolith where blading might remove the entire regolith, the 
product of many years' weathering. This may explain why reinvasion 
of roads by blackbrush is slaw or non-existent. 
Bowns and West (1976) noted that blackbrush does not -resprout 
after fire and that other species generally invade burns in black brush 
vegetation. Large flat areas or continuous slopes are landforms most 
conducive to widespread, sustained fires. Since topography is 
! 
dissected in the Park and these land forms are unco5mon, fires would 
generally be quickly contained. As a result of observations regarding 
plant spacing, topographic breaks, and the presence of a great deal of 
"fire-intolerant ll natural vegetation, it can be concluded that fire does 
not play an important role in blackbrush and grassland distribution in 
Canyonlands. 
Bowns and West (1976) studied blackbrush vegetation in southwestern 
utah. Beatley (1974) analyzed blackbrush connnuni ties at the Nevada 
Test Site north of Las Vegas. Both viewed blackbrush vegetation 
as transitional between "Cold Desertll (Artemisia, Atriplex) and 1'1~arm 
DeserV' (Larrea, FraPseria). They attributed this transition to 
elevational precipitation/evaporation gradients and soil differences. 
Bowns and West (1976
1
) described the soil profiles in their study area 
as having a petrocalcic horizon at approximately 40 cm. It is possible 
I 
that the petrocalciclhorizon they describe acts in much the same way 
as bedrock in IIpercbfngll moisture. In southwestern utah, blackbrush 
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roots are concentrated above this layer and penetrate the caliche only 
along cracks. 
Everitt (1970) reported that blackbrush occupies well-drained, 
stoney soils of the ~ravel caps of pediments on the slopes of the Henry 
Mountains near Hanksville, Utah. Where drift sand is more than a few 
I 
I 
centimeters thick, blackbrush does not occur. Everitt suggested that 
blackbrush prefers dry, exposed sites. 
Hunt (1966) recognized the importance of an impermeable layer in 
concentrating moisture in a plant's root zone. In discussing the vegeta-
tion of Death Valley, he emphaSized physiographic factors that influence 
plant distribution in the desert. Gregory (i938), Welsh and Christensen 
(1957), Hicks (1969) and Everitt (1970) also' emphasized the importance of 
geologic factors of plant habitat on the Colorado Plateau. 
Alluvial DepQsits l:ii.th Seasonal Access 1& Capillary 
water: Arlemisia-Atriplex 
Alluvial-sand deposits that afford some root access to a water table 
occur in two situatidns 'within the Park. Bank deposits adjacent to the 
Green and Colorado Rivers constitute thin strips of land with immediate 
access to the water table. Salt Creek during summer precipitation peaks, 
and Lavender and Davis Canyons are supplied with ground water from higher 
areas in the southern parts of their watersheds. These two situations are 
unique within the Park because a continuous or intermittent supply of 
water is available near the surface. These are the only large areas that 
support vegetation whfch requires free. or capillary water within reach of 
roots at some time duting the yeax. 
I 
Alluvial depOSit, in Salt Creek, its tributaries, and Davis and 
Lavender Canyons form a series of benches which have been breached by 
erosion. "Stair-step" topography results, essentially providing 
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two environmental situations (Figure 25). Vegetation on top of the. 
sand benches apparently taps capillary water when the water table is 
sufficiently high. Vegetation along the breached water courses has 
nearly immediate access to water. 
The "bench top" situation characterizes most of the alluvial 
deposits in the drainage of Salt, Davis and Lavender Canyons (Table 10). 
Artemisia tridentata dominates the physiognomy of most "bench top" 
vegetation (Figure 26). Atriplex canescens, Cbrysothamnus nauseosus 
(rubber rabbitbrush), Qpuntia spp., and Sarcobatus vermiculatus 
(black greasewood) are common associates with lower cover values. 
Lepidium montanum (desert pepperweed), Distichlis spicata var. stricta 
(saltgrass), Oryzop~is hymenoides and Sporobolus cryptandrus are 
common herbaceous perennials with low cover. Common low-cover 
annuals include Bromus tectorum, Descurainea sophia (flixweed tansy-
mustard), Machaeranthera bigeloyii (Bigelow aster), CleoIDe Lutea 
(y~llow bee plant) and Lappula redowskii (bluebur stickseed). 
Shrub density and cover vary considerably. Densest vegetation 
occurs where a bench surface is less than five feet above the water 
table, as in lower Squaw Canyon. Shrub cover. is lower on thicker 
alluvial deposits. Some thicker deposits support patches of grass 
and only occasional shrubs. Small strips of Tamarix pentandra (tamarisk) 
and Salix exigua (s~dbar willow) grow adjacent to water courses where 
alluvial benches have been breached by the streams (see Figure 27). 
These species do not occur in thicker "bench top" material. 
Small thickets iOf Quercus gambelii (Gambel oak) are fairly.~ommon 
on the alluvial benc~es (Figure 28). A continuous canopy 3 m to 7 m 
high and an open understory provide the only "deciduous woodland" 
Figure 25 Breached alluvial benches along Upper Salt 
Creek. View is to the north . Bedrock is 
Cedar Me sa Sandstone. Photo by O. Severance. 
8] 
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Table 10. Summary of data for transects on alluvial deposits. 
====---
TREES 
Juniperus osteosperma 
Pinus edulis 
SlffiUBS 
Artemisia tridentata 
Atriplex canescen~ 
Opuntia spp. I 
Chrysothamnus nauseosus 
Sarcobatus vermicqIatus 
Gutierrezia spp. . 
Ephedra viridis I 
Artemisia ludoyic~ana 
Ephedra torreyana 
f? 
Berberis fremontti\ 
Forestiera neome~cana 
Symphoricarpos lorigiflorus 
Tamarix pentandra . 
PERENNIAL FORBS 
Lepidium montanum I 
Suada torreyana • 
Sphaeralcea parvifolia 
Cryptantha confertiflora 
Castilleja lin~iaefolia II 
Chrysopsis villosa 
Hymenopappus, filif,olius 
Abronia fragrans 
Spbaeralcea cocci~a 
Machaeranthera grj~deloides 
Senecio spartioides 
GRASSES 
4 
4 
66 
52 
35 
22 
28 
9 
8 
'S 
8 
4 
4 
4 
4 
27 
15 
11 
35 
12 
8 
8 
9 
7 
8 
4 
50 
42-
Bromus te ctorum 
Sporobolus cryptandrus 
Sporobolus contrac~us 
Sitanion hystrix f; 
Oryzopsis hymenoid 5 
Distichlis spicata var. 
I"l/ 63 
19 
11 
stricta 19 
o 
o 
36 
57 
62 
54 
57 
33 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
70 
60 
63 
68 
50 
75 
25 
22 
42-
o 
o 
54 
40 
46 
68 
81 
73 
1 
1 
34 
14 
11 
9 
9 
3 
2 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
9 
6 
4 
12 
5 
3 
3 
6 
4 
5 
1 
t 10 
t 5 
40 
20 
.~', 
17 84 15544', 
10 100 /5200 
1 58 12030 
6 58 i 1276 
6 42 l1174·' 
t 37 -333 
t 10 80 
t 5 40 
t 5 40 
t 5 20 
t 5 20 
t 5 20 
t 5 20 
1 74 
1 32 
1 32 
t 10 
t 16 
t 21 
t 21 
t 16 
t 16 
t 5 
t 5 
10 58 
3 47 
2 16 
142-
2 68 
1 32 
;1998 
480 
352 
350 
192 
168 
168 
144 
112 
40 
20 
2900 
1974 
1008 
798 
748 
608 
Table 10. Continued. 
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Sporobolus airoides 60 10 2 10 600 
VUlpia octoflora (Walt.) 
Rydberg 12 83 t 47 564 
Stipa comata 5 40 t 16 80 
Elymus salina 4 40 t 16 64 
Hilaria jamesii 8 0 t 5 40 
Sporobolus flexuosus 4 0 t 5 20 
ANNUAL FORBS 
Descurainia sophia 30 53 1 84 /2520 I " 
Hachaeranthera bigelovii 35 77 1 68 ,: 2380 i 
Lappula redowskii 19 73 1 53 ',1007/ 
Salsola kali 28 53 1 32 --896 
Plantago patagonica 25 52 1 32 800 
Stephanomeria exigua , 19 0 t 32 608 
Franseria acanthica~a 56 48 2 10 560 
Dicoria canescens 19 47 t 16 304 
Cleome lutea \L\ 4 50 t 47 188 Oenothera trichocal~ 7 71 t 21 147 
Sene.cio multilobatus I 9 55 t 16 144 
Oenothera caespitosa 8 0 t 10 80 
Helianthella uniflora 6 33 t 10 60 
Chenopodium album 4 0 t 10 40 
Eriogonum cernuum 8 0 t 5 40 
Gilia inconspicua 4 0 t 10 40 
Malacothrix sonchoides 8 0 t 5 40 
Cordylanthus wr~ghtii 4 0 t 5 20 
CRYPTOOAMIC SOIL CRUST 6(0-15) 
Figure 26 Artemlsia tridentata on tous of alluvial 
benches in Squaw Canyon. View is southeast 
from near N. P. S. housing area. Bedrock 
is Cedar Mesa Sandstone. 
8/. 
Figure 27 Tamarix Dent~ndra on s treamside alluvial 
deposits in Salt Creek. View is to 
northeast about one kID south of junction 
with Lost Canyon. Bedrock is Cedar 
Mesa Sandstone. 
Figure 28 Quercus gambelii thickets on alluvial 
deposits in Lost Canyon. View is to 
northwest near junction of Peek-a-boo 
Trail. Bedrock is Cedar Mesa Sandstone. 
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physiognomy in the Park. Populus fremontii occurs infrequently on 
bench tops and more commonly near the sides of washes. Forestiera 
neomexicana (New Mexico forestiera), Amelanchier utahensis (Utah 
serviceberry), Cercocarpus montanus (true mountain mahogony), 
Berberia fremontii (Fremont barberry), and Fraxinus anomala (single 
leaf ash) are more characteristic of canyon slopes with thin regolith 
but occur locally at the sides of washes. Berberis fremontii is 
frequently found on alluvial benches. 
Steep environmental gradients exist where these alluvial deposits 
abut bedrock or thin regolith. Here, Artemisia tridentata- dominated 
vegetation of the alluvial deposits gives way to sparse Pinyon-Juniper/ 
shrub communities characteristic of lithic soil. 
On alluvial benches, development of cryptogamic soil crust is 
generally poor, probably due to prior heavy livestock use. 
Alluvial banks ~re examined in Lost Canyon in the Needles District 
(Figure 29), and samples were collected for analysis of texture and 
calcium (Table 8). No trends are evident with depth. Samples taken 
from breached alluvial deposits in Lost Canyon all showed greater percent-
age of lime than samples taken in soil pits in eolian deposits on the 
Island-in-the-S~. 
Salt Creek • ~avender and Davis Canyons have a long history of 
use by cattle. Cattle grazing was eliminated in most of the area after 
the 1975 grazing season. There is some evidence of damage to shrubs 
through browsing and1trampling. Cattle use may have eliminated some 
Figure 29 Breached alluvial deDosits in Lost Canyon. 
View is east from Squaw Canyon trail. 
Bedrock is Cedar Mesa Sandstone. 
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shrubs from the thidker alluvial deposits where their existence was more 
marginal. Abundance of Gutierrezia spp., Salsola kali, Brornus tectorum 
and Vulpia octoflora throughout this vegetation unit indicates a general 
deterioration of original vegetation chiefly due to livestock use. 
Gregory (1938) interviewed Piute Indians who related that valleys such 
as Beef Basin were once level, grass-covered and unbreeched by arroyos 
prior to the coming of white man and his livestock. 
Lithic-Soil Areas: Pinvon-Juniner/Shrub 
Canyons and benches with little or no regolith support distinctive 
plant communities that are dependent on the habitats created by bedrock 
fissures. These habitats are unique in that they are "hydrologically 
subsidized. II During precipitation, nmoff in rock interspaces is received 
by the fissures. Due to large areas of bare rock, effective soil moisture 
in fissures is much greater than would be predicted from total precipita-
tion. To take advant$ge of the increased moisture, plants must have the 
ability to contort and extend their root systems deep into narrow cracks 
(Gregory, 1938). 
Pinus edulis, Juniperus osteosperma and several different shrubs 
dominate the physiognomy of this C0ll1IIl1111ity (Figure 30). Cover varies 
greatly because vegetation pattern is chiefly a function of the nature of 
the rock. ~hrub diversity is high relative to other vegetation types. 
Cercocatpus montanus var. intricatus (liffleleaf mountain mahogany), 
Berberis fremontii, Fraxinus anomala, Amelanchier utahensis, Cowania 
mexicana (cliffrose), ~ trilobata squawbush), Symphoricarpos 
• I 
longiflorus (longflowe~ snowberry), Artemisia bigeloyii (Bigelow 
I 
sagebrush), Gutierrezi~ spp., Bricke11ia microphylla var. scabra 
(rough brickellbush), doleogyne ramosissima, Opuntia spp., Yucca 
Figure 30 Typical Pinyon-Juniper/shrub vegetation 
on lithic soils in upper Elephant 
Canyon. View is west from Ches~er Park 
trail. Bedrock is Cedar Mesa Sandstone. 
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arwustissima, EnJ~rjra viridi s, Hnd F(~}L1.1_'lLCt IJ)ni CQU (cl iff fc:ndl erbush) 
are all components with low frequency and cover but relatively high 
constancy (Table j1). 
Cryptogamic soil crusts show best developm~nt in the Pinyon-
Juniper/shrub type, particularly in the Maze and Needles Districts. 
This is probably due to the very dissected topography that has 
historically limited access by livestock. The hydrologic subsidy 
received by vascular plants in skeletal soil may also account for more 
extensive development of cryptogamic soil crust. Development immediately 
under trees is poo~ due to litter fall. 
The Pinyon-"Jtmiper/shrub type occurs at widely varying elevations 
and exposures, and on jointed, competent bedrock such as the Kayenta, 
Navajo, Cedar Mesa and White Rim sandstones. Areal extent and spacing 
of plants depends pn the denSity of joint cracks. Boundaries between 
this and other vegttation types are generally sharp (Figure 31). They 
are gradational where bedrock adjoins or merges with shallow regolith 
dominated by blackbrush vegetation. Parts of Butler Flat in the Needles 
District and Grand View Point in the Island-in-the-Sky District 
represent this middle ground (Figure 32). In these areas, blackbrush 
dominates the understory of pinyon-juniper woodlands, whereas the 
occurrence of othe~ shrubs drops off. 
Sides of washds throughout the Park are generally occupied by 
species typical of IPinyon-Juniper/shrub vegetation. These sites also 
receive a moisture .boost from surrounding drainages. 
In any area wilth a regoli thic matrix sufficiently thick to allow 
free root penetration, co~etition for moisture is likely most 
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Table 11. Summary ~f data for transects in lithic soils. 
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TREES 
Juniperus osteosperma 22 68 5 3 100 /2200" 
Pinus edulis vi 21 62 5 3 87 ! ~~~-) 
Fraxinus anomala 12 33 1 1 33 397 
Quercus gambelii 12 75 2 2 23 276 
SHRUBS 
Gutierrezia spp. 30 43 3 1 73 2190. 
Coleogyne ramosissima 31 71 2 2 60 1860 ) 
Artemisia bigelovii 22 72 1 1 73 1 f::I:J6! 
Opuntia spp. 15 67 2 1 57 855 
Ephedra viridis 14 71 1 1 f:IJ 840 
Petradoria pumila 36 39 3 1 17 612 
Yucca angustissima 12 83 1 1 50 600 
Glossopetalon meionandra 28 86 2 1 17 476 
Brickellia microphylla var. scabra 10 80 1 1 40 400 
Cercocarpus montanu, 
var. intricatus 10 66 1 1 37 370 
Ceanothus greggii 21 47 1 1 13 273 
Berbe~i5 fremontii T~ 8 69 1 1 33 264 Cowania mexicana / - 11 91 1 t 20 220 
Fendlera rupicola 7 71 1 t 30 210 
Symphoricarpos longiflorus 10 70 1 1 20 200 
Amelanchier utahensis 6 83 1 t 30 180 
Chrysothamnus nauseosus 9 78 1 t 20 180 
Artemisia ludoviciana 21 0 2 t 7 147 
Cercocarpus montanus 12 67 1 1 10 120 
Rhus trilobata 5 40 1 1 20 100 
Atriplex garrettii 33 0 4 2 3 99 
Atriplex canescens 4 0 1 t 13 52 
Eriogonum corymbos~ 6 33 1 t 7 42-
EChinocactus whippl~i 4 0 1 t 7 28 
Ephedra torreyana . 4 0 1 t 3 12 
Philadelphus microp~llus 4 0 1 t 3 12 
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Table 11. Continued 
= 
Plant Name 
PERENNIAL FORBS 
Hymenoxys acaulis 26 77 5 t '2002 
Machaeranthera grindelioides 37 76 3 t 1323 
Lepidium montanum I 19 79 2 t 1083 . 
Cryptantha confert.iflora 9 56 2 t 567 
Haplopappus nuttalii 48 48 4 1 7 336 
Chrysopsis villosa 9 67 1 t 33 297 
Euphorbia fendleri 7 57 2 t 40 280 
Haplopappus acaulis 10 30 1 t 20 200 
Penstemon eatonii 10 60 2 t 20 200 
Petalostemon candidus 29 86 2 t 7 189 
Eriogonum alatum 
' ~ 8 62 1 t 17 136 Eriogonum microthecum l./ 16 31 1 t 7 112 
Galium sp. 25 0 2 t 3 75 
Coldenia hispidissima 21 0 1 t 3 63 
Gilia gunnisoni 17 0 4 t 3 51 
Arabis pulcbra 5 20 1 t 10 50 
A~trag~us molissimus 5 20 2 t 10 50 
Penstemon sp. 5 20 1 t 10 50 
~geron utahensis 6 33 1 t 7 42-
Townsendia incana 6 33 1 t 7 42-
Stanleya pinnata 4 0 1 t 10 40 
Hymenopappus fili~olius 12 0 1 t 3 36 
Frasera albomarginata 4 0 1 t 7 28 
Arenaria fendleriana 8 0 1 t 3 24 
¥drabilis multiflora 4 0 1 t :3 12 
Sphaeralcea coccinea 4 0 1 t 3 12 
GRASSES 
Hilaria jamesii 20 80 t 63 126Cl, 
Oryzopsis hymenoides 15 efl t 73 1095' 
Poa fendleriana 19 79 t 47 893 
Aristida fendleriana \'1/ 10 70 t 40 400 Stipa speciosa 33 67 t 10 330 
Stipa comat~ 11 73 t 27 297 
Bromus te ctorum I 7 57 t Z1 189 
Vulpia octoflora (Wa1t.~ 
Rydberg 12 50 t 1,3 156 
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~ 
Sitanion hystrix 7 14 t 10 70 
Bouteloua gracilis 12 0 t 3 36 
E1;y1JJ.uS salina 4 0 t 7 28 
Nuhlenbergia asperifolia 8 0 t 3 24 
AJOOJAL FORBS 
l~a1acothrix sonchoides 56 25 t 7 392 
Gilia inconspicua 13 69 t 30 390 
Streptanthus cordatus 8 25 t 37 206 
Senecio multilobatus 6 8:3 t 30 180 
Physaria newberryi 5 20 t 13 65 
Machaeranthera bigelovii l ( 6 33 t 7 42-
Lappula redowskii 6 33 t 7 42-
Mentzelia multiflora 6 33 t 7 42-
Chenopodium album 4 0 t 7 28 
Plantago patagonica 8 0 t 3 24 
Aster leucelene 4 0 t 3 12 
CRYPTOGAMIC SOIL CRUST 32(10-60) 
Ficure 31 Boundary of Pinyon~Juniper/shrub and grassland 
vegetation. View is east from tributary of lower 
Elephant Canyon approximately 3 km north of Elephant 
Hill. Bedrock is Cedar Mesa Sandstone. 
Figure 32 Blackbrush growing on thin regolith of 
Kayenta Formation in the understory of 
Pinyon-Juniper. View is west from 
Island-in-the-Sky road near Murphy Point. 
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important to plant spacing. Large portions of the Park do not afford 
free penetration. In areas of very thin or patchy regolith, vegetation 
is confined to joint cracks. In lithic soils, general spreading of 
allelochemics seems unlikely. In these areas, the physical environment 
completely dominates the' spacing of plants. 
Individual burned snags of pinyon and juniper are occasional 
throughout the Park. The author witnessed the burning of a single 
tree following a lightning strike on the Island-in-the-Sky. Wide 
spacing of plants characterizes Pinyon-Juniper/shrub vegetation. 
Topography is highly dissected and natural fire breaks are plentiful. 
It is doubtful that fire plays a major role in the dynamics of this 
vegetation type in the Park. 
There is no evidence that invasion by Pinyon and Juniper is occurring 
in the areas of Can10nlands that have beenheadly modified by livestock 
or mining use. The I Pinyon and Juniper trees are not the aggressive 
invaders in Canyonl~ds that Pinyon and Juniper appear to be in other 
parts of the Intermountain West. 
Walter (1973) described desert vegetation as being either "diffuse" 
or "contracted. 1I "Diffuse ll vegetation consists of plants, spread over 
large areas, which are not dependent on special topographic situations. 
"Contractedll vegetation connotes the opposite situation wherein the 
plants -would not occur except for favorable topography. Vegetation in 
washes would be an example of the IIcontractedll situation. 
Canyonlands displays an interesting mixture of contracted and 
diffuse vegetation. Blackbrush and shadscale vegetation are diffuse. 
The Pinyon-Juniper/~hrub vegetation is usually contracted, being a 
function of a particularly unique environmental condition, joint cracks. 
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The "joint crack phelnomenon" and its moisture-concentrating effect 
provide for a downward telescoping of the usual vegetation zones. The 
Pinyon-Juniper/shrub vegetation type occurs near the margin of the White 
Rim in joint cracks at the same elevations (1,520 m) as adjacent black-
brush growing in thicker, more uniform material. This situation is 
widespread in southeastern Utah. For example, on the upper Escalante 
drainage west of Canyonlands, extensive areas of Ponderosa pine (in 
joint cracks) occur in a belt far below Pinyon-Juniper woodland (in 
thick regolith). Everitt (1970) notes a similar downward extension of 
the range of Pinus edulis on jointed sandstone near Hanksville, Utah. 
Modification of Pinyon-Juniper/shrub vegetation by human activities 
has been slight due to scarcity of timber, forage or mining values. 
Many workers have described the Pinyon-Juniper type in the Inter-
mountain West (Woodbury, 1947; Merkel, 1962; Rasmussen, 1941; West, 
Rea and Tausch, 197$). Much work has been done in the Great Basin, 
whereas the Colorado Plateau has been less studied. Woodbury (1947) 
considered general distribution and zonation relationships in the "pigmy 
woodland" in Utah and northern Arizona. A chief difference between the 
Pinyon-Jmliper woodlands as described by Woodbury and that of Canyonlands 
involves the understory. A characteristic of "typical" Pinyon-Juniper 
is sparsity of understory. A great variety of shrubs, variable in cover, 
occupy the understory of the Canyonlands Pinyon-Juniper vegetation type. 
Woodbury (1947) reported that the Pinyon-Juniper woodland consists 
of the overlapping of the Pinyon and Juniper belts. The Pinyon belt 
reaches slightly higher elevations and the Juniper belt slightly lower 
ones than the broad middle belt inhabited by both. A sort of 
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"regolithic zonation" occurs in the Canyonlands Pinyon-Juniper woodlands 
that reflects this difference in habitat of the two trees. At the same 
elevation in Angel Arch Canyon, Juniperus Qsteosperma inhabits deep 
alluvial material (Figure 33), whereas Pinus edulis is most common in 
skeletal soil (Figure 34). The skeletal soil sites are "better watered" 
and support the more mesic of the two species. 
Woodbury (1947) suggested that the spacing of trees in Pinyon-
Juniper woodland is due to competition for moisture. All~lopathy is 
also probably involved in Pinyon/Juniper spacing (Jameson, 1970) and 
in spacing of some d~sert shrubs (Muller, 1966). 
Fire in Pinyon-Juniper vegetation in other areas causes temporary 
conversion of the type to shrubland or grassland (Arnold, Jameson and 
Reid, 1964). vfuen these areas are protected from fire, rapid reinvasion 
by Pinyon-Juniper oc¢urs. 
Several authors I (Blackburn and Tueller, 1970; Murdock and Welsh, 
I 
1971; West, et al., 1975) have noted the invasion of other vegetation 
types by Pinyon and Juniper trees and thickening of trees in the original 
savarma. Overgrazing, fire suppression, and climatic change have been 
advanced as the majo~ causes of the ensuing changes (West et al., 1975). 
Low-Elevation Benches with Thin Bee:olith 
iild/or Clayey Soil: Atrip1eJ& 
Many benches with thin regolith at low elevations (below 1,370 m) 
adjacent to the Gree~ and Colorado Rivers, support vegetation dominated 
I 
by several species o~ Atriplex (Figure 35 and Table 12). Low elevations 
Figure 33 Junioerus osteosoerma growing on thick 
alluvial deposits in Angel Arch Ccnyon. 
View is east from wash bottom . Bedrock 
is Cedar Mesa Sandstone. 
]00 
Figure 34 Pinus edulis growing on lithic soils 
in Cedar Mesa Sandstone in Angel Arch 
Canyon. View is west from wash bottom. 
] 01 
Figure 35 AtriDlex confertifolia community on benches ' 
of lower Elephant Canyon. View is to east 
approximately 3 km upstream from Colorado 
River. Bedrock is Cedar Hesa Sandstone. 
, 
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Table 12. Summ~ry 0' data for transects on low-elevation/clayey soil 
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SHRUBS 
Atriplex garrettii 54 20 51 5 100 5400 
Sphaeralcea leptophylla 12 0 1 1 40 480 
Ephedra torreyana 12 66 2 t 40 480 
Gutierrezia spp. 12 0 1 t 40 480 
Atriplex confertifolia 4 0 1 t 20 80 
Encelia frutescens 4 0 1 t 20 80 
PERENNIAL FORBS 
Eriogonum inflatum 24 96 2 1 80 1920 
Lepidium montanum 14 21 1 t 100 1400 
Gaillardia pirmat,lfida 50 0 3 1 20 1 (X)() 
Mirabilis multifl ra 15 60 1 t 60 900 
Coldenia hispidissima 4 0 1 t 40 160 
Euphorbia rendle~ 8 0 1 t 20 160 
Sphaeralcea parviolia 4 0 2 t 20 80 
GRASSES 
Brornus te ctorum 66 56 8 40 '2640\( 
64 
' I 
Hilaria jamesii 25 t 100 2500,1 
Sporobolus flexuosus 21 0 t 20 420 
Oryzopsis hymenoides 4 0 t 20 80 
ANNUAL FORBS 
Phacelia crenulata 31 74 1 60 1860 
Oenothera caespitosa 22 18 t 60 1320 
Salsola kali 18 11 t 60 1080 
Descurainia sophia 9 37 t 60 480 
Machaeranthera bigelovii 6 33 t 40 240 
Eriogonum wetherillii 12 0 t 20 240 
Dicoria canescens 8 0 t 20 160 
Hellanthella unif ora 8 0 t 20 160 
Calochorlus nutt Iii 4 0 t 20 80 
Gilia inconspicua 4 0 t 20 80 
GRYFT(x}AMIC SOIL t(D-3) 
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and thus higher te~eratures and less effective moisture are corr~on 
to shadscale sites within the Park. Substrate appears to be important 
in many instances. The Chinle Formation, shale with low permeability, 
supports Atriplex-dominated vegetation at various elevations (Figure 13). 
In lower Salt Creek, lower Elephant Canyon, and on low benches adjacent 
to the rivers, this type grows on various facies of the lower Cutler 
Formation. 
Atriplex spp.!dominate the vegetation cover much as blackbrush 
does in sandy thin soils at higher elevations. Composition is variable 
throughout the are~s mentioned above. For the type as a whole, the 
most common components are Atriolex confertifolia, Artemisia soinescens 
I (budsage), Atriplet garretti (Garrett saltbush), Grayia brandegei 
I 
(hopsage), Atripl~ cuneata (Cuneate saltbush) and Hilaria jamesii. 
Greater water streJs brought about by higher temperatures and clayey 
1 
I 
substrate with hig* moisture retention appear to be the chief difference 
bet~en Atriplex arid blackbrush habitats. 
-
Development ot cryptogamic soil crust on the low-elevation/clayey-
1 
soil benches is mo~e prominent than on the White Rim benches. Some 
areas remote enou~ to preclude much livestock use show very extensive 
development. This Imay be due to the nature of the shale substrate. 
Because clayey sub~trates are very impermeable, moisture from preci-
pitation is concenJrated in the surface few milemeters. This moisture 
I 
concentration may enhance cryptogamic soil crust development. 
Soil samples' ~aken in the Chinle Formation showed greater clay 
i 
content than those 'from other environmental subdivisions (Table 2). 
I 
]05 
Soil samples taken from other environmental subdivisions indicate no 
such textural differences. Walter (1973) pointed out that, in deserts, 
sandy substrates provide better moisture relations for some plants than 
clayey substrates. Water percolates through sand rapidly and thus 
"escapesll evaporation. Moisture perched at the surface by impermeable 
clays is quickly evaporated. 
Clay substrates permit very little movement of moisture through 
the soil, thus a plant has access only to the moisture immediately 
surrounding its roots. The Chinle Formation (above the Moss Back 
Member) is the only rl ajor unit in Canyonlands with considerable amounts 
of clay. It crops 0 t extensively only in the northwestern part 
of the ISland-in-the1Sky District. Elsewhere in the District, exposure 
belts are narrow and
r 
for the most part, covered with colluvium 
from the overlying Wingate Formation (Figure 36). Trail, Taylor and 
. I 
Upheaval Canyons are floored with the Chinle Formation. Atriplex-
domi~ated vegetation characterizes the Chinle shale up these canyons 
from the Green River to where they start to narrow near their heads. 
i . 
There, colluvium from overlying sandy formations (Wingate, Kayenta, 
Navajo) cover the shqles, and Atriplex vegetation loses prominence. 
I 
West and Ibra~ (1968) described Atriplex vegetation near CiSCO, 
Utah, 120 km northeaJt of Canyonlands. They delineated four distinctive 
Atriplex communities in different topographic positions. They judged 
these communities to ,be typical of the Atriplex-dominated communities 
in the 5200 square J of' salt-desert shrub type in the Canyonlands 
Figure 36 Chinle Formation covered by 
talus from overlying Wingate 
Formation . View is southwest 
from Grand View Point. 
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Section. Plant water relations appear to be the most important factors 
in vegetation distribution in the area. The shad scale zone in south-
east Utah almost exclusively covers areas underlain by clayey shales. 
Everitt (1970) describes some Atriplex vegetation on shale substrate 
near Hanksville, Utah. 
Alcoyes: l'Haneinf! Gardens l1 
Topographically favored alcoves and overhangs with a constant 
moisture supply from serPs harbor unique lfislands l1 of mesic vegetation 
(Figure 37). Occurrence of this vegetation is completely dependent 
on such special conditions. These areas are generally very small and 
isolated. They occupy less than one percent of the Park, but contribute 
greatly to species diversity. Many of these areas vrere visited and 
specimens were collecter- They were not sampled due to their small 
areal extent within thelpark. 
Species composition varies ~dely among sites. Aouilegia 
micrantha (columbine), Primula specuicola (easter flower), Zigadenus 
elegans (death camas), MlmuluS eastwoodiae (scarlet monkeyflower), 
Ag;iantum capillus-veneris (maidenhair fern), R'tm§. radicans (poison ivy), 
~ spp., Solidago spp. (goldenrod), and Smilacina stellata (false 
solomon seal) are fairly common herbs in these situations. Trees and 
shrubs that occupy thes4 moisture-rich sites include Betula occidentalis 
i (water birch), Prunus virginiana (choke cherry), Ostrya knowltonii 
(Knowlton hophornbeam), IRosa woodsii (~ld rose), Berberis fendleri 
(Fendler barberry),. andlCornus stolonifera (red-osier dogwood). 
Calamagrostis SCQPulo~ (Jones reedgrass) and Pbragmites australis 
(common reed) are commort grasses. 
Figure 37 Typical "hanging garden" in 
contact spring. Foliage is 
Adi~ntum canillus-veneris. 
Photo by K. Forsythe. 
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The spatial isolation of tbese "haneing gardcns,1I is r8flected in 
the fact that Mimulus eaGtwoQd"iae and Af)u;leeia rnicrantha are endemics. 
l~ost of these sites are undisturbed because of difficult or impossible 
access for livestock. Some, however, have been used as watering points 
by early stoelO'nen and have been altered somewhat. For example, the 
exotics, Taraxacum officionale (dandelion), Cirsium spp. (thistle), 
and Polygonum spp. (knotweed) occur in the moist streambed below Cabin 
Spring on the. Island-in-the-Sky. 
I 
Exposure is tretuentlY important in the distribution of "hanging 
garden" vegetation. ,In Buck Canyon, on the east side of the White Rim, 
the north facing seep areas at the base of the White Rim Sandstone 
support virtual forests 0.£ Ostrya lmowltonii, and associated mesic 
ve.getation (see Figure 38). On south exposures in Buck Canyon, Ostrya 
is absent. Mesic vegetation is usually clumped along seep lines and 
in and around l!floors n of alcoves. According to Harrison, Welsh and 
Moore (1964), favored topographic position modifies microclimatic 
factors such as relative humidity. The different "strata" of the 
back walls of alcoves correlate to varying periods of insolation; 
the most mesic plants grow on the ceilings of gardens where the sun 
never strikes directly. 
Riyerbank: Tamarix-Salix 
Narrow bands of alluvial sand that border the Green and Colorado 
Rivers support dense: riparian vegetation. No transects were located in 
this vegetation bec:ause of the eJtl..-tensi ve survey of similar vegetation 
conducted by Woodbury et·al. (1959). The following description is 
Figure 38 Ostrya know1toni and associated mesic 
vegetation along seeps at contact of 
White Rim Sandstone and lower Cutler 
redbeds. View is west from Upper 
Buck Canyon. Photo by R. Boelter 
1]0 
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based on visual estimates of vegetation properties. Thickets of 
vegetation characteristically begin at the water's edge and extend 
toward the slopes of the canyon sides for 10 to 15 m (see Figure 39). 
Total cover is over 100% in most cases. Tamarix pentandra (tamarisk), 
Salix exigua (sandbar willow), Baccharis emorYi (Emory baccharis), 
and Pluchea sericea (arroweed) form nearly impenetrable thickets 
nearest the water1s edge. Forestiera neomexicana (New Mexico 
Forestiera), and Rhus trilobata become more prominent when access to 
free water is not immediate. Phragmites australis and Typha latifolia 
(common cattail) are common low-cover associates. The riparian trees, 
Pqpulus fremontii (Fremont cottonwood) and Salix amygdaloides 
(Peachleaf willow) are occasional components. In scattered areas 
where large "bottoms" occur adjacent to the river banks (e. g., 
Anderson Bottom, Span~sh Bottom), vegetation further from the river 
I 
margin is dominated b~ Atriplex canescens and SporObo1us airoides 
(alkali sacaton). canescens probably utilizes capillary 
water in these situat"ons. Here shrub cover is about 50 percent. 
Scattered patches of grassland also are present in the wider portions 
of the canyon bottoms. These communities are dominated by Distichlis 
.spicata var. stricta and Sporobolus airoides. Celtis reticulata 
(netleaf hackberry) is common on sandy benches adjacent to bands of 
riparian forest. Ace~ negundo (box elder maple) is a frequent riparian 
I ' 
tree along the Colora10 River above its confluence with the Green River 
I 
but is rare elsewhere I along the rivers. Tamarix pentandra is an 
\ 
\ 
Figure 39 Riparian vegetation at the confluence of 
the Green and Colorado Rivers. Aerial 
v~ew is toward the southwest. Photo by 
K. Forsythe. 
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exotic that has widely displaced species of S~lix since its introduc-
tion q.round 1900 (ChristE::nsen, 1962; Harris, 1966). 
Accessible riverside vegetation has a long history of use by 
stoclanen. Several areas (mouth of Husselman Canyon, Anderson Bottom) 
have been cul ti vated. l .. ~any areas disturbed by plowing and irrigation 
ditches have been recolonized by exotics such as Salsola kali, Brornus 
tectorum, Sesuvium verucosum (sea pur~lane) and Centauria repens 
(Rus:~id.n centauria). Sal sola kali, BroolUs tectorum, plantago patagonica 
and Qpuntia spp. are corr~on in areas heavily used by cattle. 
There is usually a sharp boundary between river-associated vegeta-
tion and other types. Steep canyon sides cause an abrupt transition 
from riparian to non-riparian conditions. Exceptions are local side 
bottoms or narrow terraces which support vegetation that utilizes 
capillary water. 
Stretches of the rivers with steep gradients such as Cataract 
Canyon, are characterized by small, narrow patches of vegetation at 
bankside. Riverside-species composition is very similar to that of 
the calmer stretches above the confluence. 
The non-riparian slopes above the Colorado support drought 
tolerant species found elsewhere in the Park on low-elevation benches 
or tight soil. At i lex confertifolia, Atriplex cuneata, and Euhedra 
torreyana are the ost common shrubs. Ceratoides lanata, Atriplex 
canescens and Qpuntia spp. are present in smaller amounts. 
Prior to the tonst:ruction of the Glen Canyon Dam, Woodbury et al. 
(1959) surveyed veketation along the Colorado River immediately south 
of Canyonlands National Park. They provided a good sunnnary of the 
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riverside phraeatophyte vegetation in terms of species composition, 
and estimated extent of occurrence along the river. The position of 
each "bandll of vegetation was also worked out (Figure 40). 
Around 1900, Tamarix pentandra was introduced to the American 
southwest from western Asia (Harris, 1966). Since that time, this 
shrub has successfully invaded every major watercourse in the southwest. 
In Canyonlands, it has displaced Salix and Ponulus-dorninated vegetation 
along the riversides until only a few patches of willow and cottonwood 
remain. Tamarix pentrandra outcompetes Salix, and the change appears 
irreversible. When the Green River was photographed during John 
Wesley Powell I 5 second expedition in 1872, no Tarn&rix was in evidence 
(Shoemaker and Stephens, 1975). Christ~~en:_ (1962) suggested the 
period of greatest invasion of the Colorado drainage was between 1935 
and 1955. Rapid rate! of invasion are possibly related to reduction 
of flood severity byoBtrol of water release through the present dam 
network (West, 1976). Reproductive potential of Tamarix is tremendous. 
When high water recedes in mid-June, sand bars are covered ~th thousands 
of Tamarix seedlings. Seed dispersal is also very efficient. Remote 
water pockets, seeps and moist sections of drainages support varying 
densities of Tarnarix.: Use of fire in Tamarix eradication programs 
I 
bas had limited succers (Horton, 1966). Rapid reinvasion usually occurs. 
! 
Lower Cutler Broken Slopes: Variable Shrubland 
In some areas, p~ticularly in the northeast quarter of the Park, 
the lower Cutler Fo~tion forms extensive irregular slopes below the 
White Rim Sandstone Member (Figure 41). These slopes support very 
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Figure 40 Typical transect of vegetation in Glen Canyon 
prior to flooding (from Woodbury et al. 1959). 
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Figure 41 Broken slope s of the l ower Cutler Formation 
in Lathrop Canyon. View is to the northeast . 
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sparse vegetation. Large portions are bare rock. Since much of the 
material consists of talus and other smaller unstable material, species 
present are adapted to disturbance (Figure 42). Stable bedrock benches 
are interspersed with areas occupied by slope and the former support 
Atriplex spp.shrubland similar to that previously discussed on low-
elevation benches. Typical species of the slopes include Gutierrezia 
spp., Ephedra torreyana, Artemisia bi~elovii, R~celia frutescens 
(bush encelia), Stanleya pinnata (princetu plume), Machaeranthera 
tortifolia, Brickellia microphylla var. scabra, Atriplex confertifolia, 
Eriogonum inflatum (desert trumpet), Chrysotha~us nauseosus, Aristida 
fendleriana, Coldenia hispidissima (hairy coldenia) El\~us salina and 
Hilaria jamesii. More sheltered areas may support Fraxinus anomala, , ~/ 
Amelanchiek utahensis and ~ trilobata. Total vegetal cover is about 
10% on the slopes. The distribution of cover among the species is 
highly variable. 
Figure 42 Sparse vegetation on unstable 
slopes of the lower Cutler 
Formation in Lathrop Canyon. 
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Sm~RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to provide a description of the 
vegetation of Canyonlands National Park and to relate major components 
of the vegetation to specific environmental situations within the Park. 
One hundred fifty-seven vegetation transects were located throughout 
the Park to represent major environments. Areas that historically under-
went heavy grazing w1re included. Vegetational measurements of 
species frequency, density and cover were taken at each site, and soil 
and geologic parameters were noted. Abandoned roads and drill sites 
were examined for evidence of secondary succession. One hundred thirty-
seven vascular plant species were encountered in the samples. Various 
graphical and narratfve means were used to relate flora and vegetation 
to environmental patterns. A vegetation map of the Park was constructed 
USing aerial PhotogrtPhs. 
The results of his study support the following conclusions: 
1. There are five major vegetation types within the Park. Each 
type appears dependent on, specific environmental conditions. 
2. Soil moisture is the key factor influencing vegetation 
distribution. 
3. Major control over soil moisture is exerted by regolith 
thickness and water-~able relationships. 
r 
I 4. Secondary control over soil moisture (and thus vegetation 
patterns) is exertedl by geologjc substrate, elevation and slope/ 
exposure. 
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5. Secondary plant succession is very slow in all veeetation 
types. In shallow regolith situations, secondary succession, in the 
sense of site modification, may not occur at all. 
6. Livestock use has measurably altered grasslands on eolian 
deposits in the Needles District. 
7. Fire has not been an important factor in the maintenance 
of natural vegetation. 
S. The physical environment is dominant in determining vegetation 
distribution and structure in Canyonlands National Park. 
Management Implications 
1. Since plant succession is extremely slow, any vegetation 
disturbance will likely be at least semi-permanent. Therefore, the need 
for and locations of dumps, pipelines, materials sites, and other 
developments should be carefully considered. Disturbance from short 
term acti vi tie s should be minimized. 
2. Artificial revegetation efforts uSing either native or exotic 
plants have had very limited success and should not be counted on to 
recoup vegetation damage. Exotics commonly invade disturbed sites 
throughout the Park. 
3. A good opportunity exists for allowing any naturally caused 
fires to run their course. 
4. Cryptogamic! soil crusts are extensive wi thin the Park, and 
are very easily destr~yed. Roads, trails and facilities should be 
located to minimize damage. Recovery rate of the crusts is probably 
, . 
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on t~je order of tens of years. Efforts ~Jhould be made to impre 55 the 
park user with the value and vulnerable nature of cryptogamic soil crust. 
5. Overgrazing by domestic livestock has modified some grasslands 
within the Park. FUFther modification by remaining domestic livestock 
or by unnatural numbers of native anlinals should be prevented. 
6. Ta~rix eradication would probably be successful only in 
isolated drainages with small ?~~mounts of the exotic. 
7. Future synecological research needs include studies of the 
successional status, dynamics and age structure of vegetation dominated 
by Tamarix pentandra and Coleogyne ramosissima. Studies regarding the 
nature and dynamics of cryptogamic plant communities would be extremely 
valuable. ~ese communities may be adversely affected by air pollution. 
Dynamics of these co~unities and crust recovery rates might serve as 
indices of air qualitt. 
I 
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VAscULAR Pl.ANTS COLLH;TED IN 
CANYONLANDS NATIONAL £ARK 
ACERACEAE - MAPLE FAMILY 
Acer negundo boxelder 
Acer glabrum rocky mountain maple 
AZlOACEAE -CARPETWEED FAMILY 
Sesuvium verrucosum sea purslane 
Al~NTHACEAE 
L~ Amaranthus bitotOides 
ANACARDIACEAE - CASlffiW FAMILY 
Rhus radicans poison ivy 
Rhus trilobata squawbush 
APOOYNACEAE - DCGBANE FAMILY 
Amsonia eastwoodiana Eastwood amsonia 
Apocvnum cannabihum dogbane 
ASCLEPIADACEAE - MILKWEED FAMILY 
Asclepias fascicularis l-iexican whorled milkweed 
Asclenias labriformis labriform milkweed 
Asclepias macrosperma 
Asclepias specio~a 
Asclepias tuberosa 
BERBERIDACEAE - BARBERRY FAMILY 
Berberis fendle~ 
Berberis fremontii 
Colorado barberry 
Fremont's barberry 
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BETULACF..AE - BIRCH F~Y 
Betula occidentalis water birch 
Ostrya knowltori hophornbeam 
BORAGINACEAE - BORAGE FAMJLY 
Coldenia hispi~ssima hairy coldenia 
Cryptantha confertiflora 
Cryptantha crassisepala 
Cryptantha flava 
Heliotropum convplvulaceum heliotrope 
Lapoula redowskii stickseed 
Lithospermum incisum stoneseed, puccoon 
CACTACEAE - CACTUS FAMILY 
Echinocereus triglochidiatus hedgehog cactus 
Oountia ~. prickly pear 
Echinocactus whi*nlei fish hook cactus 
CAPPARIDACEAE - CAPER FAMILY 
Cleome lutea yellow bee plant 
Cleome serrulata rocky mountain beeplant 
CAPRIFOLIACEAE - HO~SUCKLE FAMILY 
Symphoricarpos longiflorus snowberry 
GARYOPfITLLACEAE - PINK;, FAtl.lILY 
I 
Arenaria fendleri! sandwort 
I 
Silene antirrhinai catchfly 
CELASTRACEAE - STAFFT FAMILY 
Glossopetalon mei andra tongue flower 
CHENOPODIACEAE - GOOSEFDar FAMILY 
~'f Atriplex canescens four-wing saltbush 
Atriplex confertiifolia shadscale saltbush L e ' 
(~-l Atriplex cuneata, cuneate saltbush 
{'-', Atriplex garrettii garrett saltbush 
eli Bassia hvssopifolia five hook smotherweed 
Ceratoides lanata winterfat 
Chenopodium album goosefoot 
Corispermum hYSS~ifolium tickseed 
Grayia brandegei: spineless hopsage 
Koch-ta americana summer cypress 
", Salsola kali Russian thistle 
Sarcobatus vermi~ulatus greasewood 
eLI Suaeda torreyana 
COMPOSITAE - COMPOSITE FAMILY 
Artemisia bigeloyii Bigelow sagebrush 
Artemisia dracunculus tarragon sagewort 
Artemisia filifolia old man sage 
Artemisia frigid§ fringed sage 
Artemisia ludoviqiana Louisiana sagewort . 
Artemisia spinescens buds age 
Artemisia triden big sage 
Aster chilensis cendens Pacific aster 
Aster commutatus rassulus 
Baccharis emoryi Emory baccharis 
Bahia nudicaulis Basin bahia 
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Brj ck~ll j a. c alifornj ca, California brickellbush 
BrjckpJJja langjfolja long leaf brickellbush 
BrickeJlja microphylla var. scabra rough brickellbush 
Brj ckellia oblong; folia Mohave brickellbush 
Centallrea repeos Russian centauria 
Chaenactis steyioides false yarrow 
ChrysQPsis yillasa golden aster 
CbrysothamnllS nauseOSllS rubber rabbitbrush 
Chrysothamnus viscidifloOls Douglas rabbitbrusg 
Circjum ID}l~are thistle 
Conyza canadens~s Canada horseweed 
Vicoria canesce~ 
Encelja frutescens bush encelia 
EoceliQJ)sis Dudicallljs barestem enciliopsis 
Eri~eron argentatlls fleabane 
Erigeron divergena spreading fleabane 
Erigeron utabensjs Utah fleabone 
Eranserja acaothicarpa burs age 
Gaillardja pinoatjfjda blanket flawer 
Gaillardia spathulata 
Grendelia souarrQsa 
Gutierrezia micrgcephala snakeweed 
Gutierrezia sarothae 
HaploDa~pu5 aca~i5 goldenweed 
Helianthella uni~ora one flower helianthella 
Helianthu5 anUU5 common sunflower 
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HymenQpa~pus filifolius fineleaf hymenopappus 
Hymenoxys acaul~s stemless actinea 
Hymenoxy§ 1 vesiana 
Hymenoxys richardsonii pinque actinea 
~ axillaris sumpweed 
Leucelene erico~des baby white 
Ly~odesmia grandiflora skeletonweed 
Machaeranthera bigeloyii 
Machaeranthera grindelioides 
Machaeranthera tprtiofolia 
I-1achaeranthera venusta Mohave aster 
Malacothrix soncboides desert dandelion 
Oxytenia acerosal goldenweed 
i 
Petradoria pumilk rock goldenrod 
Pluchea sericea arrow weed 
Senecio lobeleaf groundsel 
Senecio s~artioides broom groundsel 
Solidago canadensis goldenrod 
Stephanomeria exigua wirelettuce 
Stephanomeria temuifolia 
Tbelespermia submudum greenthread 
Townsendia annua. annual townsendia 
TOwnsendia incan~ hoary townsendia 
TragopO.gon dubius salsify 
Vancleyia stylos~ 
Wyethia scabra ~adlands Wyethia 
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Xanthiurn strwn~nium cockleburr 
CORNACEAE - DOGWOOD FAMILY 
COmUS stolonjfera red-osier dogwood 
CRUCIFERAE - MUSTARD FAMILY 
AraQis perennans perennial rockcress 
Arabis pulchra beauty rockcress 
Descurainia sQQhia tansey mustard one row of seeds 
Ditbyraea wislizeni spectacle pod 
Draba cill1eifolia 
Erysimum argillosum wallflower 
Lepidium mont anum peppergrass 
Lesgyerella rectipes bladderpod 
Malcomia african§ 
Physaria newberr~ twinpod 
Stanleya pinnata I prince I s plume 
Streptanthella longirostris beakpod nippletwist 
Streptanthus cordatus twistflower 
Thelypodium integrifolium thelepody 
CUPRESSACEAE - CYPRESS FAMILY 
Juniperus Qsteosperma Utah juniper 
CYPERACEAE -SEIDE FAM!LY 
i 
Carex bells showy sedge 
Eleocharis palustris creeping spikerush 
Scirpus americanu§ American bullrush 
ELAEAGNACEAE OLEASTER FAMILY 
E]a~a€nus angustifolia Russian olive 
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Sheph;rdia rotundifolia buffalobcrry 
EPHEDRACEAE - JOINTFIR FAMILY 
EPhedra torreyana Torrey Mormon tea 
Ephedra viridis green Mormon tea 
EQUISETACEAE - HORSETAIL FAMILY 
Eauisetum laevigatum smooth horsetail 
EUPHORBIACEAE - SPURGE FAMILY 
(. '\ Euphorbia fendleri Fendler spurge 
FAGACEAE - BEECH FAMILY 
Quercus gambelii Gambel oak 
Quercus turbinella shrub live oak 
Quercus undulata wavy-leaf oak 
FUMARIACEAE - BLEEDINmHEART FAMILY 
I 
Corygalis aurea igOlden corydalis 
GENTIANACEAE - GENT~ FAMILY 
I I 
Frasera albomarg~nata white-margin green gentian 
Frasera speciosa showy green gentian 
GERANIACEAE - GERANIUM FAMILY 
Erodium cicutarium storksbill 
GRAMINIAE - GRASS FAMILY 
AgropYron cristatum crested wbeatgrass 
AgropyTOn elongatum tall wheatgrass 
Agrooyron rioarigm streambank wheatgrass 
AgroDyron smi thii western ,.,rheatgrass 
Andrqpogon scoparius little bluestem 
Aristida fendleriana Fendler threeawn 
I 
I 
(,; Aristida loneiseta slimspike threeawn 
(i Bouteloua curti~en~ side-oats grama 
BQuteloua gracilis blue grama 
BrOffiUs tectorum cheatgrass 
Calamagrostis scopulorum Jones reedgrass 
eLi Distichlis spicata var. stricta saltgrass 
Elymus canadensis Canadian rye 
Elymus salina Salina wild rye 
C j Hilaria jamesii I galleta 
Hordeum iubatum foxtail barly 
c~ Muhlenbergia arsenei Navajo muhly 
{<{ l-1.uhlenbert.O-a punfrens sandhill muhly 
Oryzopsis hymeno~des Indian ricegrass 
C 1-f Panicum obtusum panic grass 
(L! Panicwn tennesseense 
i 
I 
Pbragmi te s cormnuhis corrnnon reed 
Poa fendleriana bluegrass 
Polypogon monspeliensis rabbitfoot grass 
Sitanion hystri4 squirrelltail 
c-\-, Sorgh1Jm halepens~ Johnson grass 
ell Spartina pectinata prairie chord grass 
c ~-' Sporobolus alkali sacaton 
C [, Sporobolus .:.=.::.:..;;.,~"-=;.:::;. spike dropseed 
[t, Sporobolus ~~;:::..:::;.::.=dr~u:.:::;.s sand dropseed 
; -" Sporobolus flexuosus mesa dropseed 
1_ .../1 
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~.comata needle-and-thread grass 
Stipa coronata crested needlegrass 
Stipa speciosa desert needlegrass 
/" 
Lei Tridens pulehellu@ fluffgrass 
{!.( Tridens pilosus roairy tridens 
Vulpia octoflora sixweek grass 
HYDROPHYLLACEAE - WATERLEAF FAMILY 
Nama densum leafy nama 
Phaeelia crenulata scorpion weed 
Phacelia iyesiana 
JUNACEAE - RUSH FAMILY 
Juncus balticus ~ltic rush 
LAl!IIATAE- MINT F7LY j 
Poliornintha °nean rosem~y mint 
LBnUMINOSAE - PEA FAMI~Y 
Astragalus amphio~s crescent milkvetch 
AstragalUs ceramiqus painted rnilkvetch 
Astragalus coltoni Colton milkvetch 
Astragalus lentiginosus freckled milkvetch 
Astragalus mollissimus wooly loco 
Astragalus monumentalis monument valley milkvetch 
Glycyrrhiza leoidota wild licorice 
Lathvrus leucanth s' sweet pea 
Lupinus argentens silvery lupine 
Lupinus pusillus low lupine 
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Hedicaeo satiya alfalfa 
Melilotus alba white sweetclover 
Melilotus officinalis yellow sweet clover 
PetalostemoD candidum prairie clover 
Psoralea lanceolata scurfpea 
Psoralea meealantba 
LILIACEAE - LILY FAMILY 
Allium textile prairie wild onion 
Androstephium breyifloryro purple funnel lily 
Asoaragus officinalis asparagus 
Calochortus flexuosus nodding sego lily 
Calochortus nuttalli Nuttall sego lily 
Smilacina stellati false Solomon's seal 
Yucca angustissim~ fineleaf yucca 
Yucca baccata datil yucca 
i 
Zigadenus panicul~tus death camas 
LINACEAE - FLAX FAMILY 
Linum aristatum yellow flax 
LOASACEAE - LOASA FAMILY 
Mentezelia multiflora blazingstar 
MALVACEAE - MALLCM FAMILY 
Sphaeralcea coccinea scarlet globe mallow 
Sphaeralcea parvifolia small leafed globemallow 
NYCTAGINACEAE - NIGHTSHADE FAMILY 
Abronia fragrans snowball sandverbina 
Abronia micranthus 
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c4 Allionia incarnata trailing allionia 
Mirabilis multiflora Colorado four o'clock 
Oxybaphus linearjs narrowleaf umbrella wort 
OLEACEAE - OLIVE FAMILY 
Forestiera neomexicana New Mexico forestiera 
Fraxinus anomala single leaf ash 
ONAGRACEAE - EVENING PRIMROSE FAMILY 
Oenotbera caespjtosa tufted evening primrose 
Oenothera layanpulaefolia 
Oeno1h~ra ~ 
Oenothera mul tiljuga desert day-primrose 
Oenothera trichQcalyx 
ORCHIDACEAE - ORCHID FAMILY 
EQioactis gig~a stream epipactus 
OROBANCHACEAE - BRO PE FAMILY 
I 
OrObanche multiflora cancerroot 
PINACEAE - PINE FAMILY 
Abies concolor white fir 
Pinus edulis pinyon pine 
. Eiml..§. ponderosa ponderosa pine 
Douglas fir 
PLANTAGINACEAE - P 
Plantago pata 0 'ca wooly plantain 
POLEMONIACEAE - PHLOX; FAMILY 
Gilia aggregata scarlet gilia 
Gilia congesta ballhead,gilia 
Gilia gunnison Gunnison gilia 
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Qili£ inconspicuij shy gilia 
Gilia loneiflora longflower gilia 
Gilia subnuda 
Phlox hoodii Hood phlox 
POLYGONACEAE - BUCKVJHEAT FAMILY 
ErioEQDum alatuw wing buckwheat 
Erio€onum cern1~~ nodding buckwheat 
Erio~oDum coryrnbosum corymbed buckwheat 
EriogQDum inflatum desert trumpet 
Eriogonum microthecum slenderbush buckwheat 
Eriogopum oyalifolium cushion buckwheat 
Eriogopum watsonii 
Er1ogonum wetheriflii hairnet 
Rumex hymenosepalus curly dock 
POLYFODIACEAE - FERN FAMILY 
Adiantum capillus,yenerjs maidenhair 
Cheilanthes ~ lipfern 
PRDruLACEAE - PRIMROSE F AMn.Y 
Primula specuicola easter flower 
RANUNCULACEAE - BUTTER\?UP FAMILY 
! 
Aouilegia micrantba columbine 
Clematis ligustic~folia virginls bower 
Daohinium nelsoni! Nelson larkspur 
~lphinium scaposum barestem larkspur 
Ranunculus cymbalaria shore buttercup 
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R~JACEAE - BUCKTHORN FAMILY 
Ceanothus ereeeii Mohave desert ceanothus 
Bb@mn~ betulaefolia alderleaf buckthorn 
ROSACEAE - ROSE FAMILY 
Amelanchier utabensis Utah serviceberry 
Amelanchier alnifolia saskatoon serviceberry 
Cercocarpus ledifolius var. intricatus - little leaf mountain 
mahogany 
Cercocarpus montanus true mountain mahogany 
Coleogyne ramosilssima blackbrush 
Cowania mericanal . cliffrose 
Fallugia paradoxa Apache plume 
Holodiscus dumosVs creambush 
Petrophytum caespitosum rockmat 
Prunus persica ~each- (Anderson Bottom) 
Prunus virginianl choke cherry 
Rosa woodsii wild rose 
RUBIACEAE - MADDER. FAMILY 
Galium coloradoense bedstraw 
SALlCACEAE - WILLCW FAlMILY 
Populus fremontii Fremont cottonwood 
Populus tremuloidps quaking aspen 
Salix amygdaloideF peachleaf willow 
Salix exigua san~bar willow 
Salix rigida yeliow willow 
SANTALACEAE - SANDALWOOD FAMILY 
Commandra pallida bastard toadflax. 
SAXlfIMGACEAE - SAXIF~GE FAM1LY 
Fendlera rupicola fendlerbush 
Philadelphus micrO:Phyllu5 mockorange 
SCROPHULARIACEAE - FIGWORT FAMILY 
Castilleja chrgmosa early paintbrush 
Castilleia linariaefolia lineleaf paintbrush 
Gordylanthus wrightii birdls beak 
l1imulus eastwoodiae scarlet monkeyflower 
Eenstemon cvanocaulis 
Penstemon eatoni Eaton's penstemon 
PenstemoD utahensis Utah firecracker 
SOLANACEAE - NIGHTSHADE FAMILY 
Datura stromarium sacred Datura 
I 
Lycium andersonii wolfberry 
Lycium pallidum tomatillo 
Nicotiana trigOnOP~lla desert tobacco 
Physalis longifolii groundcherry 
TAMARICACEAE - TAMARISK FAMILY 
I 
Tamarix pentandra saltcedar 
I 
TYPHACEAE - CATTAIL FAMILY 
Tvoha latifolia cattail 
ULMACEAE - ELM FAMILY 
Celtis reticulata hackberry 
Ulmus pumila Siberian elm 
11 ... 1 
UMBELLIFERAE - CARROT FAMILY 
DxmQQterus iendleri Fendler spring parsley 
Cymopterus newberryi 
Lornatium parryi Parry biscuitroot 
ZYGOPHYLLACEAE - CALTROP FAMILY 
Tribulu.s terrestr:;i,s puncture vine 
.., 
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